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USF president John S. Allen
. fu, ?is. spe~ch -to ithe facul~
gave his official sanction to
and
theu- wives last Friday
the committee studying the
:President
Allen m:entioned ·th;
feasibility of a constitution for
current status of· the· proposed
USF in the theatre last FriUSF Constitution. · ·
.
day.
At
_this
time
USF
is
the
,oniy
Allen, iil his annual address
state university in -,Florida
to faculty and staff asked the
:that
does not ·have a constituUniversity - Senate Council
tion.
··
committee to "proceed with
Attemp~
to
present
-their original assig~ent" of
have been made as early·, as
studying ·:the need for the writ·
1965,
when a committee .
in~ of a Constitution for USF,
formed by the American Asthat they "write "'a draft"
sociation of University Profes_.
which could be considered for
sors
wrote such a .draft al the
· a Constitution, ·a nd .on~ which .
request
of the Senate Council. _<:::
· translates Florida law, Board
Since no positive results.
Of Regents Policies as· well as
were ever obtained on·.· the
existing university policies. ·
1965 constitution proposal, the
He ·a1so reque~ted '.'appro. USF PRFSIDENT JOHNS. ALLEN
priate mechanisms for future
• ·••gives s~te of University.
(See ALLEN, ~~e :6) : :,
changes of the document"
also · be includ~ in the draft.
ALLEN AI.SO suggested
that th~ three-man committee
of Dr. - Ed Hirshberg, chairman, professor of English;
Dr. _R. M. Fuson, professor of
.
.
.
. .
Geography; and Dr. James
Popovich professor of Speech,
be expanded to include a student and a staff member to
make the task less burdensome for the committee.
Among the areas menµoned ·
By DIANA GOODMAN
ed tenure. .
-he t""Ches a·
in his speech was student de=
course on Itan.
sire to have his education
Co~&pondent
To be eligible for tenure a
l?tevenson has received-supmore relevant to what is
Dr.· Robert Stevenson, assis- professor must have ta ught at -port from a student commitgoing on in his society. In this tant professor of American art inSt itution for three years. tee called the . Ad Hoc , Cornvein, Allen cited the Coopera- Idea whose contract was ter- · However, he may continue to mittee to Reinstate Robert· M.
tive Education program as a minated by USF President teach for an additional four Stevenson. Headed by Jim
prime means for students to John ..Allen in June, has re-- years bef~re he must apply Loper, 4SOC, the conunfrtee
ma\.ce their education more quested that the National Of- · for tenure. An untenured pro- feels that there was no just
relevant. He aJSo praised the fi<;:e of tliEL American ~ssocia-.- fessor may be fired by the I reason for Allen's action' and
work of junior _ Jim Loper, tjgn of University-. fr._o{e.!jsors President .at any- time, witli- wants _to--s~ Stevenson rein4SOC, for his work in the Io<;al {4.AUJ') take- his case. ·
one ~~ar's notice.-; -. :-·::::.:. .
· sta~€? to hi~ ft.iif-position ;prior
Intensive Tutorial (IT) pro· Although- the National Office
When Stevenson bec·a me eli- to the termination of his co~
gram at Hillsborough county . has accepted .the c-ase, ,they gible for tenure -last Novem- tr!l-ct.
·
_
elementary schools.
. will not"lSegin their i1tv'estiga- ber he cho$e'.not to ·apply, as ·
Over the ·surriiner the··com:
"We must remember that .- tion . -until the. ·Educational he intende_~ to secure a teach- mittee. has mailed letters to
participants in a rational dis- • Rroblems· and .Academic -Rela- ing positic_>n in Iran where lie over two· . hu~dred selected
cussion ·at a university must · tions Committee of t tie J]ni- became a~citi~ n i n W65: He · students and, plans to -distrib~
participate m a professional versity Senate ' has com,1>leted ha~ planned to remain ,at USF ute information at registra~ ,
way," he said, aiming at th~ their . study. Stevenson : iook until the -end of the ' school · tion. Circulation of petitions· is
need to try to understand the hjs_ case to ·-this comm1ftee ; yeq.r;. 69-70 to allow his wife to planned for/ a la-fer date. "Tn~
"undercurrents of discont~nt la~t August.
.r ec_e1ve . lier Ph.D. ·ftom the committee," stated Loper;
·among our college youths
· ·steve~son stc!-ted_-that, while Uruvers1ty o_f Florida. .
"plans to Work aefinitely" withtoday ."
_
, }l~ ,cou.\d _npt~J:>e ~po'sitive., he
Since he_has re~eived ·no of0 • in legal means." ... _ ... ·
Lop~r urge·d all_
He added that faculty· and _. ,felt that 'his political convic- ~rs for employment in .Jran
students must UP.hold th_e :BODS -~nd close ·:r ela tion's hips' "a:'S.; yet,_ ·Stevenson_ ~~d hoped . wjshing to help . or desiripg
proposition of the University y.,ith sttidents -:were the factors 7 to retam -the poss1~1llty. of re- more information to calf hiin
a s the ·c enter of rational and ip.ptiya ting _Allen's action. maining a [ USF'. He -and Dr. at extension 2188.
·
. _intellectual activity.
"My "teaching record is supe- Robert" Warner/ head -df the ·
Dr. Graham Solomons, asA~N MADE·special note · / i_or,'' ·addrc1 V1e controversial _ ~par~e~t ,of American ·Idea sociate pr..ofessor of Chemistry
of the fact that there has not - _prof~._s s_or.i
.- .
, :r~~- ~h~c~. ~t~vensp? te~~~s, and president of . the ·:· focal'
been one day lost in ·the aca- · S!evenson was · mstrumental -had d\SCUs~d the_.poss1bihty · chapter, of the · AAUP · stat~d
demic schedule due to ~•dis- in .the organization of the of · St~veni;;on reniai!)irtg · at tha t ·from his study of- -similltr
ruptive student behavior" at q.iiti-ABM de.mqnstra.tion. ~at USF: o~ a -part time_?asi$.re- case that have come before
USF . and ·"we have been t~ok I?lace last;spring outside turrung_ from Iran · perh aps the National AAUP; it is j 1is '
bles;ed with an absence of vi- t_h~-St. Leo's·, ·c ollege campus o~e qua~ter -= each. year to opinion t_hat_if~the ·case is 'Jj:9i:
olence, of disruption of aca- -,~llere·_Pefe_~~~-~~_c r~t~y Mel· teach. Stevens_ori . is on ·Id~ t? settled in Stevenson's fi_vQr,
demic schedules, or destruc- "."ID Lai,r-d sgoke ,_a~ copimence- th-~ Depa~~ep_t _o~ _l:~t~~(llsc1- USF would be placed ;'un5}er
tion of property."
-~ erit -exer_cises. A~.facultY,-ad- plinary S~1~l ~c1ences; where censure.
In the event that s tudents visor to the Student- <;;overn.
.
w~nt " too far:" in their pro- me?t :(~G)' he -;was· -_a.Isijrt~uJ
tests, president Allen said enticj.]. m th~ .. creation of the
.
J;
that the first st~p would, be to Student Bill of Rights•., now· ~ i ' f i l
.,
or der the pa rticipants to tet- a\vaiting approval frciiri - th~
·
Oracle ·will-be
the news.
minate such activities.
Board of R ~gents.
·
· Yes / we'1 know today ·is
stands e a c h Wednesday .
If that is unsuccessful in
The annual report to P resi• ' Thursday and the Oracle
morning as usuaJ.
quelling ·the d isturbance, dent Allen of . the progr ess : elf
u_sually puts in its appear· If you missed
yeater-Allen said, "our next step is ·a11 univ!:!rsity. professors cred~nee on Wednesdays. This
day,
we're
sorry
and
to ask law enforcement agen- ited Stevenson with "The out:first regular issue was dealso, in a way, pleased to
des to restore order- on the .standing performance" in. his
- ·Jayed ·because of prol!iicare missoo.•If·yeu
·know
campus.'' He did . not -elabo- department.
._.
tion complications . incident
ilidii't miss"'• your paper,
rate whether law enforcement
In. a letter:- to Stevenson
to the begilining ·ot f.he -new
start reading it from now"
agencies meant local , police, .Allen . stated that -the reason
qua.rter.
·on; you can't,afford to.be
National. Guard or simply tbe - for his "action was that the
Nei1 week, and therea.fwithout il. ' ·· ·
campus police.
11rofessor had not been. grantt.er throughout the year, 'fhe •

a:' draft

-~~-~ -~ ~--·--·. ~-

Just Keeps Hap_p enjn~ _
'

<:lJSF Group To Support
·Viet Peace Moratorium
'

\

A central coor,;linating -Committee
was · decided upon. It
S~Writer.
will coordinate activities with
A ·new movementto end the the student organizations conW.µ' iI\ Vietnam is •uniie,r Wqy cerned and also will be reat· USF in cooperation with a sponsible for the development
h i-g h" l y organized · national of the resolution which will be
coinmitt~.
s ubmitted to the faculty, arts
The .New Mobilization Com- and . sciences body for accep'~itt~ to End the -War in Viet- tance.
AT THIS TIME, the pla nned
nam; ·. the _national committee,
is 'piapriing a three-fold sched- propos·a l being presented to
the faculty bogy and the s ttIuie ·o1·activities. There' will be
a ·Vietnam _Moratorium- on' dent--government is that USF
15: \~t!onw'id~, and ~,a observe a day of general open
. Mar-ch ~gainst · ~Death and dialogue on the war. .
The committee will an_,gen~raJ peace' march in Washiington··-D.C. on the weekend of noUl_lce special activities as
they materialize.
·Nov. l◄ •and15.
.
I
The Moratorium is not de, 'JUST PRIOR TO the start signed to be a strike or illegal
of quarter one, a ~presenta- disruptiop of classroom activitive from tfie national - com- ty. The committee _feels that it
mittee
to- USF to .help is a part of the role of the
organize IQCal committees, University to discuss and ex'fhose· who attendeq_ formed amine the immorality of the
•i.1'to three committee!; to plan war r.md full cooper ation is
:lo.cal a:ctivities and, arrange being sought from the staff,
-( pr_transportation to
Capi- faculty iJ.nd students.
_.t-al in support of the ·national
'effort.
:
.'•·

B1;CHRJS,CLin'QRD

O~f

-cam~ .

the

~The goal of the Mozratorium

name as he passes a given
point in_ front of the White
House. The march will begin
The Mora torium Committee at Arlington National Cemewill meet again on F riday at tery and erid at the Capitol
where the name placards· of
2 :00 p.m . in the U.C. At that
those
who have died will be
time the central committee
placed in caskets and .later
will report on its progress.
carried to the White House
The Campus New Mobiliza- -gate.
tion Committee · to E nd the
At 9:00 a .m . on N ov. 15, the
War in Vietnam will meet on general March on Washington
Oct. 6 in the University F el- will begin, climaxing with a
lowship Chapel to coordinate rally and group discussion
overall activities concerning meetings.
the Moratorium, the March
Alan Brick, national ~omAgainst Deathi a nd the March mittee representative, said
on Washington.
the New Mobilization CommitThe March Against Death tee to E nd the War in Vietwill.begin a t midnight Nov. 13 nam does not represent any
and continue for 36 hours into p_a rticular group or ~rganizathe m orning . of Nov. 15. The tion. He added, its ,pu'tpose is
m arch will consist of a num- to unite all groups a.lid indiber of people 'tram each state yiduals who feel there is nothequivalent ·to the number of ing to be- g ained in the loss of
its residents who have ·died in even one mor e American life
Vietna·m . Each marcher will in•Vietnam while the opposing
carry the·· na~e of =one dead:. sides · maneuv.er for political
American and~wnl <;all' out the , advant~ge.
There is also an effort being
m ade to involve members of
the Tampa area as well.

SPOKESMAN' SAYS·,..' '
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,M~y schools -across'. the nati~n -·a"i:e _planni,ig teach-µis
,.µi~ ~ome also -~xpecUo send
students out in the community
to discuss the war.

Ed. Note: The following tion, in: th~ affa-irs of -our Unistatement was released .:hY _a versity, and--bring us together
spokesman for- the- AAUP in epmmon dedication.
·
C~llll!1ittee· on University Con- · Th.is is an ideal opportunity
sti tution.
. . . to begin the academic year on
We are gratified thaf tl)e:. -· a note of mutual trus t and
AT =lJSF the Moratorium is P reside~t . has . a ~r eed to have· · confidence in our ability to .
early. in the - planning stage. ~ committee ,vr1te a constitu- ?Penly discuss· and freely -deThe -committee, chaired by tion for USF. . We . hope this cide issues _of fundamental
Phil Bossen nan, met last means that in. the weeks impor tance for the University.
· Thursday in the S o-t: i-a 1 ahead, campus groups will be Campus unrest will find very
-~cience Building. - . .
invited to , appear before the little to feed on in s uch an at. · The meeting dealt ,mostly committee to communicate · mosphere.
with .d eciding on what-sort of their hopes · .and s uggestions
A · meanin"ful constitution
· activities should be planned at for the new constitu~on. ,·
·which truly r~presents the a s-USF for. the Oct. 15 Moratori~his p~riod of. consti~tional pirations of major campus
µm date, and how to . best , deliberation should serve, to groups, clearly defines the
present their intentions· f.o the i m p r o v e communications, rights, duties, a nd r esponsibil·
give us meaningful participa- ities of the -faculty, students,
University.
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-Colnmurtications Hit AIL T-irne 1ow

.

By JOHN THOMSON
Editor
This past s ummer, as the_ communications of USF were

down to frighteningly minute porportions and the talk of communications was .so-heavy it grated on one's nerves, this Uni-

versity, a,t the low ebb ·of its enrollment, had some of its finest,
i ts-worst, apd its most mea ningful days.
.. J'!lihg~· ~egan ea riy ~~ USF's_ Political Science Department
voted to circulate a petition calling for the University to establish a '.Facul_ty Senate . . Spo1ting a 10~0 vote by the department
an~ ·later with 221 various faculty signatures tagged to it, the
petion went to Pres. John S. Allen.

THE° PETITION read:
: " We; the_ undersi~
University of South F lorida Faculty,
belie~e tha t 1t would be m the best •i nterests of the University
-establi~h ~ ~8:cult_Y Senate as part of the University's exis t1~g. orgamza_tion. In 1~ . tasks of teaching, researching, and adylSlng,- the faculty daily represents and serves the high sl:cmd ard~ of disciplined and responsible inquiry.
. _ Through it~ ~ nstant _a ttention to the University's m ost im·wrtant and difficult d!,!_ties, the faculty bas acquired the per-

_s pective which -c?uld .be of great use in confronting the problems of campus life. In order that the University ·of Soilth Florida might improve its ·iwtential for community service, WE BE-.
LIEVE THAT THE VOICE OF A REPRESENTATIVE FACULTY ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE ADDED TU THOSE OF
THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE ST.UDENT BODY.''
Allen all but said no.
"I THINK the University of South F lorida would be illadvised to add a Faculty Sena te to an adminis h·ative structure
in which our faculty already is thoroughly r epresented " Allen
stated. By this he meant the University Senate, a body comprised of 32 faculty, 8 s tudent ·a nd 14 adminish'ative nonacademic and ex-officio members, which makes recom~endations to the president.
Student Government (SG) P resident Steve Anderson ,vho
rarely agrees with Allen on anything, tended to see his point on
this one.
"A Fa~ulty Sena"te a t this University would be a mistake"
Ande~ o? said. "If they were truly concerned then they would
he s tr1vmg to m ake the University Sena te a truly responsive
. body."
·

SOTIRIOS A. Barber, political science ins tructor, who has
been active with the •proposal, said that despite the fact Allen
has the power to make the decision on the proposal, "the laws
give no man the power to speak for the fac ulty as to whether it

Orac
•-' Ie,_La·te

on

~

Co1n11ie-ntaty and Review

!o

arid s taff · and with . Board~of
R egents approval provides the
legal ·framework for the policy statements of the University Administration. For -years
we have dreamed of such a
constitution at USF.
"If the new constitution . is
permitted to r eflect the best
thinking of our distinguished
faculty, student body, a nd ad. ministratiye .s taff, it should be
orie of the nation's best. Our
m otivation is strong, we are
eager to begin, ·a nd .'there is
no good reason why vie sfiould
n9t expect substantia-1 agree:
m ent by the end of this quarter.

Stevenson Appeals
To Nationa/AAUP

is adequately r epresented ·by the· ·e.~i~ting' structure; -~nly the
faculty can answer that ."
·
Barber_said 221 "responsible men. and women who repr~isent every sha de of_campus opinion," -signed the J)E:!tition. "~y
no means is
a bunch of .ca,pipus .dissidents," he added.
· As whateve,r excitement gerena tedrby the Faculty Senate
proposal and the 1nitiation of a mack Studies program (ap•
proved by the University Senate June 25) wore off, -the StudentFaculty Association _(FSA) popped i~to being.
·
. BORNE OUT of the ,controversy surrounding the troubled
academic life of R obert . M. Stevenson, assistant professor of
American Idei,J., and •the .alleged a dministrative pay- ra ise. c uts
of ..five USF p rofessor s, the FSA quickly becam_ the loudest
voice of the._summer.
·
Its ,beginning was the bringing together of the American
Association of University P:rofessbrs, SG representa tives an4
s tudents into orie _ro_om. That room became the scen-e of a hectic
flurry of r esolution passing and tirades on the series of problems marking the swnmer .
·
Perhaps the biggest mark left -on the face-of quarter four,
was the Stevenson case. In what is becoming a very popula r
ca~e, Stevenson has reached a. peculiar position of being .very
populcrr and very unpopular at the sam e time.
STEVENSON BEGAN m<l:king th~ news when he helped or-

this

( Please See 'MEANINGFUL, Page 3)
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Army Recruiters. Answer Student Quesfioiis
QUESTION: Why d o n' t
Army recruiters engage in debates on campus about national or international policy
when they are requested to?
ANSWER: Present governrnent policy confines the milltary to public discussions concerning military ma t te r s
about which ,they are knowledgeable and have a reason to
speak. When, the military
does speak on domestic or foreign policy, it is always with
the expressed· approval of the
administration and by an officer of sufficient rank and ,posi-fion to render relevance to
the pronouncement.
Officers on recruiting duty
are ·junior officers who, under
thk _policy, are restricted to
speaking about . that which
they are qualified - the opportunities for military service. They are directed to
leave the debating and public
discussions of national or in-

ternational policy to the ·elected and appointed officials of
the administration in power.
These latter officials are held
responsible for that policy to
the American people - the
✓ recruiters are not.
QUESTION: Why are tlJe
Ar my recruiters on campus
anyway?
ANSWER: They are there
to recruit the educated men
and women needed to provide
leadership in the Army.
QUESTION: Why don't they
recruit off the campus?
ANSWER: The Army is required to recruit in direct
compliance with federal statute .which directs an "intensive" recruiting effort for volunteers. It is understandable,
then, that to carry out the intent of the American people
as expressed in this law
passed l:ly their duly elected
officials, recruiters rn u s.t
make every effort to go where

development Of one's : potential. Since·th,e law requires all
those quaiified to be subject
to the draft, the student who
desires to'~know in detail what
the alternatives of · service
are, should have that informat ion and be able to talk about
it V{ith knowledgable personnel. Because students are
very busy peopie,. the _!ecruit~
er brings •to them on '.campus
enough 1nformation so that a
sound decision can, be made
1
by the student.
Most colleges . provide a
pla cement service · for their
students. This service is often
QUESTION: Are there any written up as .a plus in college
other reasons other than those catalogu_es. Since military .ser· applicable ·to ·t~e military for . vice. is :required for most male
·having recruiters on campus? . students, colleges usually welANSWER: The recruiter come professiorta1 assistance
. '
performs a service to the .stu- in this area.
Cbm:iseling . about · military
dent in that the student is offered alternatives t o the draft service · is quite · complex.
which for many, provide a \\then one co11siders the. progreater opportunity for the graf!1S_ of · tire Army, Navy,

and Air Force, it is 'apparent
that hardly, any college placement officer could know all
the advantages to· the student
of this broad spectr um of programs, keep up with all the
changes and at the same time
perform his other duties to
the student to the fullest.
Thus, the college, and particularly the placement department, can furnish a more
comprehensive service to .its
students if the recruiters do
vµ;it the campus to assist in
military placement for those
wbo desire or otherwise face
military service.
· QUESTION What ts your

. people meet the qualifications
required otherwise the effort
is no~ "intensive_;,
The vast majority (excluding tlJe service a cademies) of
educated people with the leadership potential needed for officer programs a re on campus. The ·basic property rights
of this country, both private
and state, would ·most probably mitigate against such a
law. In any case, . no recruiter
a ppears on campus without
specific authority of the ap~
propriate college official -prior
to each visit.

opinion of harassing recr_ulters
an_ expression of oppositioh to U.S. policyf ·
·
··ANSWER

as

First, as a matter of: related
interest, harassment has only
occurred on but a fraction of
the thousands , of campuses
visited each year. It is proba.

'

-

-

ble that any tendency to harass recruiters in an effort to
change U.S. policy comes
from the fact that some do
not consider the ineffective~
ness of such an act in bringing about change in a representative democracy - which
this country is.
In the simpler democracy of
ancient Greece all the people,
at times, voted upon wllat the
city state Army would ·do artd
th_e Army carried out this
mandate. In a representative
democracy the Armed Forces
are one step removed from
the direct orders ot' the· people. The military does the bidding of the dlily elected and
appointeq officials through the'
laws and orders issued by
these offic-i als. There are, of
course, · elaborate safeguards
of Constitution and law in t his
country to insure 'that the control of these officials is per•
petuated.

-

Insurance Rates· Increased Here-· .'
Pilot Life Insurance has increased its 1969-70 academic
year rates fo,: stud~mt acci-

dent and ~ickness coverage by
almost .30 per cent without additional-benefits.

-----------------------

· ,.,,, $20 . consultation ·fees . for
a surgeon ;
V' $20 for ambulance cost, ·
an~ f!{e . reading of X-tays, ·.
a ~d the· charges for radiologis~ or pa thologisfsifrvices: .·' ·
.Injuries sustained through
intercollegiate sports are cove:r:ed by ' the Physical Education ~epartment.
V' $2,000
f o r accidental
Though there is a ·$75 .dedeath- or disability;
ductible • clause for hospital
v $2,000 aggr~gate amount; bills, the Health Center will
cover this charge providing
· V' the prevailing rate fo r a
. semi-private hospital room the patient_no other insurance
plus. $4 for a private room ; in force.
Students m,ay a cquire ·covv The first $1,000 of hospierage
for their families for a n
t al expense plus 80 per cent of ·
additional
premium.
th~-bala,nce ;
.
.
~
. \
According to Egolf, Pilot
.. ·i ,I sw,_gery with a {ee sch edLife sustained a net loss of up
. ul! up ~ $400; ;
to $20,000 in providing coverV' Do tor fees of $5 a: day,
ge to USF students last year.
for non-~rgical 'care ;

Students, Faculty
Meet Today· At 4

The insurance which has
been offered to full-time stu•
dents in the past at a cost 'of
$19 .p er year has jumped to
$24.75,, Dr: _R obert E golf, di-'
rector -1>f USF Health Center,
said . ..
For· this fee the student will
receive the following benefits :

.

The Student t'aculty Assocl, ... a:tlon will hold its first meeting of the year today at 4
p.m. in the University Center.

Workers Watch Phone Equipment ·

Centrex System
ATrives Here
Correspondent

STANDARD RECAPS
ONLY

$1 Q95

·Have you tried dialing USF
lately and instead of getting a
creak¥ ol~ operator you got a
r ather lengthy recording tell•
ing you the school's switched
its familiar old digits?

LEE ~ WRANGLER

(Our Reg~lar '
Price!)

PLUS TAX AND RECAPPABLE;'flRE'.:f·
,

WE

,Jeans, Jo..c:k~ts'- Boots,
........
BeHi ,1Hats

HAVE HIGH PERF.ORMANCE
.
--TIRES - GLASS BELTED. ·

11

~
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•

.IVl

•

•

,

•

PRICES GOOD UN,TIL OCT~ 15th"
30th AT FLETCHER

ENGLISH'~.~ WESTERN
.~-:

.CRANDON'S 66 SERVICE~

'

/I

••

,t
~:- f
· fl

·

. 66
:

.

TIRES,

·BATTERIES
. . ACCESSORIES

.
·

RUSSELL'S WESJ.ERN STORE

(J,o .

6027 N. ,DALE .MABRY .

V

,

.Ti:ied .dialing out from the
University and when you dial
9, - you still get a dial tone?
Does the phone making funny
~µle noi~es when dialing long
distance ?

ho\v the system. would opet•
ate. :
With Centrex, each phone
installed in the dorm. would be
tantamount to a private telephone line. The phone charge
would be added to the regular
dorm fee and all long distance
calls would be billed to the
students.. Clinger said . he di(i
not know V{h~t. r,:haj-~s woµ}q
be made for the· phone service, but indicated it would be
around $13 per quarter.

If so, blame it on General
Telephone Co. (GenTel). Late
in August GenTel installed a
" Centrex" (short for central
exchange system) here which
changed all the numbers to a
974 exchange and enables incoming calls to go straight
through without an operator
intercept.
THE SCHOOL'S new number
all departments is
9~4-2011. Individual depart·nients, colleges, etc., can be
called directly now on their
individual exchanges listed in ·
the la test Tampa directory.

for

WELCOME BACK
SEE THE NEW '70
MODELS • •·• THEY'RE STACKED
. WITH OPTIONS. EVERY i>AY
AT Bill CURRIE
~,

-

- - - - - -- -

Exhausted?
·worn Out?

By JEFF BRUCE .

LEVl·1-S

Similarly, the p e o p I e's a given amount of . time th!!
power over these elected and way. This means they can fur-·
appointed officia.Js is exer- nish assistance to ·t he students
cised through such means as on campus more quickly.
the ballot, recall, ill1peachSecond, and equally imporment, a nd public opinion. tant, the. recruiters can renTherefore, it is as relevant to der better service to the , stuharass recr uJters as a meahs dent when the student does
of changing U.S. poJicy as to ·' not have to waste time mak•
harass mailmen when they ing a ppointments and going to
deliver mall with · which one an out-of-the -way place to
disagrees. The effective way learn of the alternatives to
to change laws and poli- draft service.
cies is through those who
Most colleges provide this
make them and order their preferential location because
compllknce· rather' than those doing so increases the placewho must · comply with them. ment service assistance the
QUESTION Why do the college provides its students.
Army recr uiters want to use 'Simple space limitations prethe ·student union or. some vent colleges from providing
other centrally located place such a central location for all
to recruit rather than just in recruiters who come on .campus: Most industrial recruitthe placement office?
ers, .who are usually searchANSWER
ing for fewer people than are
, There a re two reasons. militc1-ry recruiters, prefer
First, the recruiters can con• working from the placement
tact more qualified people in office,

The Cent rex system operates through the new GenTel
University Office, located at Fletcher Avenue . and 30th
S,treet. The large facility contains banks of new .switching
·equipment to service the
north Tampa area from Interstate-75, east to 50th Street
and from Skipper Road in the
.north to ·Bougenvillea in the
south.
·

The business of t his meeting, a spokesman said, will be
to accept officer nominations
for the election to be ·held at
the second meeting, to -a ccept ·
volunteers for service on the-.
committees of :the Association All t.his whirl · make ·
and to brief those in atten- you feel like you've
dance on campus issues which
been standing on your
I have matured during the summer quarter.
head for a week?
. The issues to be discussed Come
in five minute briefings are :

on down and

relax a while at

"" Progress towards a Univer-sity con::;titution: Walt Terrie, 6UNA.
V' ·P roblems of du!(! process
and academic freedom in the
Stevenson case : Dr. T. W. G.
Solbmons, . associate. 'professor
o~ cpemistry.
_,.,,, P roblems of due process
and threats to student-teacher T. r. MALL .
Phone 911-7391
dialogue in recent ·faculty pay
reprisals : Dr. David Clement,
P.S. While you're here why not .
associate professor of psychol- try o'?!Jf,!'_~r del(cl~i,s e!zzp~ or
1.
ogy, , . . .
sandwrches; '- (Or i:all before T-T·
P.M. and we'll bring one to you.)
'·~ :t11e''.pr~sen'f~t~J'u's ~9f the
proposed . Student' B\ll of
Rightt Ed Dea_ti~i 2..GBE;.

FONTANA
-BD~a DESOTO
.
BALLS O)fFER
.

-·--- ··-

-

.

--- - . - -

.

~

·UNIVERSITY APPR-OVED RESIDENCE· HALLS·

• Coed Living • Hehte1 Pools
• Air Conditione d . •.-¢bnvenience
• Lounges . _W ith TV on Each Floor
• Semi Private l}ath
• 15 and 20 Meals Per· Week Plans

PD. 971 ■955.0

! l~

OTO

HAU.

14

-FONTANA
HALL

·The old switching equipment site on campus, formerly. in the University Center
(UC), - has been abandoned
and the· housing site is now
used for storagt?. The new
Centrex equipment is housed
in the' Physical P lant office.

T H E SIMPLIFIED tele·-I?hone network _so far has not
put any operators out ·of work,
but Centrex may cut down on
the man hours required to
. niaint{iin the university telephone system, Tony Clinger,
CenTel public relations man
told the Oracle.

TWO:CONVENIENT L()CATIONS
FLORIDA AVE.
DALE MABRY .
'65 MERCURY Colony Pcirk
Station Wagon, burgundy
fi~jsh, loaded
with extras . . .
.

'66 GALAXIE 2 and- 4

Doors, fully equipped,
you~
choice • • • • • • ·

$)298
$) 398
'66 COMET 2 Dr. 6
cyl., auJo'!'atic $998
transmission •

'65 OLDS "88" 4-Dr.' fully
_ equipp!Jd. An extra nice
car.
Only ••• •••••

$)09-8

'67 FALCON 2 Dr. standard

transmission,
burgundy •• •

5 - FORD GALAXIES, 2
door, power steering,
power •rakes,
air
cond.. ••••
.·
·

2.
FORD FAIRLANES, 2
door hardtop, power
•steering; p·ower
.
:1aralies,
air
cond., sup,e r •

FORD GALAXIES, 4
door, power steering,
power brakes,
air
cond• ••• •

t .;.. SUZUKI MOTORCYCLE,
real
.nice.

$319401 .·

:$2saaoo

7 -

$300000

First •••••• • •

$33333

Some 4,000 'lines are provided for USF, but so far .i mere
1,000 are in use, Clinger said.
_The additional 3,000 lines
have been provided for ihr esidence hall telephones : to
be instcJ.Iled in individual
dorm rooms, should students
ever decide they wish the service.
Last year, USF dorm stu•
dents voted down a measure
which would have provided
for GenTel's installation of
phones in each of the residence hall rooms.

CLINGER INDICATED he
thought the proposal was
voted down because the students were misinformed on

BE GREEDY!
You'll have · plenty to e at a t
.Fo.-tana & DeSoto Halls
whe re seconds are unlimited.

,.

·.

FONTANA HALL ·.
. · . AND

DESOTO HALL
ON FLETCHER ACROSS FROM U.S.F. ·

THE ORACLE-U . of South Florida, October 2, 1969-l

Welcome Weekend Meaningful Days Hit USF ·Last Summer
·
Tops UC Calendar
(ConJ;inued from Page 1)

The University Center (UC)
starts Quarter I's · Big Name
Activities Friday and Saturday, with a concert, a concert
dance, and a free street
dance.
Friday, "The Jerry Butler
Show" will be held in concert
in the Gym, beginning at 8
p.m. Admission is $1 a person
for USF students, staff and
faculty. Tickets are avaHable
at the UC information desk
and at the UC Lobby display.
Also Friday, a free street
dance · ·featuring "The Outlaws, " will be held in the UC
Street, beginning at 9 :30 p.m.
Saturday, "Billy Joe Royal"
with the "Royal Blue" (Back
up) will be featured for a concert-dance in the Gym, beginning at 8 :30 p.m. Admission is
$1.50 per person for USF students, staff and faculty.

UC MOVIE
" Good Neighbor S am,"
starring Jack Lemmon and
Dorothy Provine, is the feature"film presented by the UC
on Friday-Sunday. "Goo d
Neighbor Sam" is a marriage-go-round that is the epitome of a slapstick farce.

Showings eac!J evening are at

as follows: Movies, Arts and
Exhibits, Recreation, Special
Events, Music, Personnel,
Dance, lntraJService, Fashi o n, Inter-Communications,
and Entertainment. (See related story, page 6.)

7 :30 p.m. in the Business Ad-

ministration Auditorium. Admission is 35 cents per person.
ARTISTS EXHIBIT
A collection of prints from
the New York based Associated American Artists wHI be
on exhi'bit in the University
Center Gallery, UC 108, from
Monday, until Oct. 24. All
prints are ·for sale. Check in
UC 159, or call Ext. 2637, for
further information. The exhibit is' sponsored by the University Center and Gallery
hours. are 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

BRIDGE

AND
LESSONS

'Dhe Civil Service Commis-

vice Entrance Examinations
(FSEE) in the Business Administration building.
The examination, used to
fill about half of the positions
for which the Government re. cruits colle'ge graduates each
year, is administered for entrance-level positions.
A four-year degree , is required to qualify for the -over
200 occupations ranging from
electronic data processing and
financial analysis to personnel
management and general administration.
Base salaries range from
$6,1]6 -to'. $7,639, with .opportunities for advancement. , ·
All college seniors who will
complete degree requirements
within nine mpnths, as well as

ganize an anti ABM demonstration at St. Leo College
w h e n Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird spoke there April
26. On April 'l:l an article appeared in . the Tampa Tribune
with the headline, "USF Americanism ProfesSDr Gave Up
His U.S. Citizenship." The
article kicked off a wave of
controversy.

PHOTO

Sign ups are now being held
at the UC information Desk
for Bridge and Photo Lessons. The deadline for registering for either or both of
this lesson series is Wednesday, at 1 ·p.m. Classes for
Photography lessons will be
held on Thursday evenings at
7 p.m., beginning on Oct., 15.

FALL MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
The UC will hold its Annual
Fall I Membership Drive Monday, until Oct. 10, in the UC
Lobby. The University· Center
is a student organization
which is composed of 11 student committees, which generally range in size from five
to 15 members. Positions are
presently available ' on · all
eleven committees, but -interested . students
are · urged to
\
apply as early as possible for
the committee of their choice.
· The eleven committees are

graduates, are eligible to
compete in. t~e F$EE, regardless of'academic majors.
The examination is a test of
verbal. abilities and quantitative reasoning requiring about
two and one-half hours.
In special cases, some stu- dents may qualify for immediate selection without taking
the written test.
Since the FSEE does · n9t
cover positions in Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics, the
Physical Sciences, Accounting, Auditing, Forestry or
Law, applications are accepted and evaluated according- to
education and experience. · ·
October and November students may register for the
FSEE and also schedule interview 13-pP9injments by _contacting the Career Planning and
Placement Center on the fifth
floor '!__f' the !i!Jrary0

The Office of Campus Publications_is sponsoring the coffee for all students interested
in working on -any one of the
three campus publications,
The Oracle, the Aegean or the
South Florida Review.
The coffee will give students a chance to meet with
the editors and advisers of
USF's newspaper, yearbook
a.rid literary ·magazine and to
express ilieiP tnterest in working on the · various publications.
The Oracle, ' the weekly
campus newspaper, offers opportunities , to . learn various
t~chniqties : "Th _such areas
as 11ewswriting, · newsediting,
l_!lakeup and advertising.
•.

Working on the school yearbook, the Aegean, allows students to gain valuable experience in photography, layout,
editing and business mana·gement techniques.
The campus literary magazine, the South Florida Review, is produced periodically
and is devoted primarily to
essays, poetry and literary
criticism. Students on the
staff gain experience in manuscript editing' and numerous
art and layout techniques.

On June 20, less than one
month later, Stevenson received a letter of termination
from Pres. Allen, effective
June 30, 1970.

Then tenure became a matter of concern. The reason
Allen gave, in his letter, for
the firing of Stevenson was,
"you have not been gr_anted
tenure by the University of
South Florida or by the Board
of Regents. " Yet tenure
(whieh protects a professor's
teaching contract) cannot be
a "reason" for firing a· profes-

Publications
Coffee Next
·wed"esday .
Are you inter€!sted in writing and editing? Would •you
like to try your hand at some
new layout or photography
techniques? If the answer is
"yes," then you're invited to
attend the Publications Coffee
to be held Wednesday at 2
p.m. in University Center
room 248.

Oi:_i April 29 the Tampa Tribune printed an editorial headed, "Presumptuous Professor" which pointed out "an interesting fact" and two
"thoughts" on Stevenson. In
conclusion, it sfated, "We
leaf e these thoughts for the
consideration _of South Florida
President John S. Allen and
the State Board of Regents. "

AMONG THE support, the
letters, the opposition and the
talk concerning the case, another group was -formed.
Nameless as yet, the group,
organizl!q by Jim Loper
(4SOC), began a "limited
mail-out" to elicit supportive
participation by the fall.

Sign up fee fo~ either bridge
or photo is $1 for the series.
USF students staff, and faculty are /nvited to register for
the 1essons.

Civi
l ·.Service .
.
,_Exams Oct. 11. sion will be on campus Oct.
11, conducting Federal, Ser-

(Stevenson became an Iran- _
ian citizen in 1965 in order to
hold title to a farm he pur- '
chased there and because he
planned to move back eventually. 1n 1966 he became a USF
faculty member as an Iranian
and has acquired permanent
alien status in the U.S., which
denies him only the right to
vote.)

The Toils Of Registration

sor since it is not needed to
secure a teaching job until"a
professor's seventh year. Stevenson has been at USF three
years. Some untenured professors have indicated they are a
little worried.

ALL . THE HOT while the
SFA was busy. In their weekly meetings, the participants
argued and passed resolutions, among which they
voted:
Y' To endorse action on the
Faculty Senate.

has yet to report.

Y' To ask the Executive
Committee to "reconsider its
decision" in the case of the
five professors who reportedly
received pay raise cuts.

Y' To set up a committee to
investigate the pay raise cut
charges. Headed by Dr. Max
Kaplan, this committee later
reported to the SFA tha,t the
raise cuts· were largely due ·to
the professor's giving students
advice and counsel on nonacademic matters.

, THE SPEED of the summer
carries into the fall. There is
the proposed . USF constitution, the FSA, the possibility
of a second AAUP censure of
t'1e University, the Black
Studies program which some
Y' To ask the administrablack students are dissatisfied
tion to include one student with, the Stevenson case,
and one faculty memb,e r in doubts of the handling of prothe University's po I i c y- fessor's tenure, new and
making Executive Cpmmittee. strong "campus unrest" legis- ·
lation, the matter of two USF
Y' To support the findings
of the E ducational problems professors resigning while
and Academic Relations Com-_ doing research in Europe bemittee of the University Sen- cause they fear their academate, to which Stevenson took ic freedom, -new USF policy
the case of . his firing. This on the limits of protest and
committee·, under the chair- more and more.
manship of Dr. Hans JuergenAnd it an just keeps hapson, 'professor of humanities, pening.
Y' To send a letter to state
Attorney General Earl Faircloth, asking if the "Government in the -Sunshine Law'1
applies to meetings at · the
University.

THE
1#-FASHIO# .
STORE

An~ther quarter, another registration . . • but this ?ne was
different, or so they said. Less cards to fill ·out, _more places
to visit, but all in all, a pleasa-nt registration.

i

Fall Registration
Hit New ~ecord·
By WILEY BROOKS
Edit-ori&I Editor

With a mass of freshman
confusion Thursday afternoon;
USF registered 14,140 students
last week for Quarter I.
In addition 1500 continuin~
education credit students wi'll
be registe~ed through Qct. 10.
This results in a fall enrollment of 15,640, a 13· per cent
in~rease.
The 14,140 r e g i s t ere 4
through Saturday .compares
with 12,334 Tegistered in the·
same period last year.
THE FACULTY student
ratio · this year will · be less
than 17-1.
As of Friday afternoon 2,849
freshmen were registered.
The largest enrollment is in
the junio,r class. The junior
enrollment was 3,5UL
.
The total lower level enrollment was 5,064. The upper
level count was 6,578. Gradu-

ate students attending
quarter totai 2,383.
, ,JAMES LUCAS, regajr~r.
' 's id, '·'We had more transfer
and freshman students than
. we anticipated." H~ said ~~t
the higher enrollment did• not ;r~ally hinder students _b_!!·.
cause, "colleges operted . ~up::
,sections to take care of the in·creased demands."
But Lucas said, "The Uni·,v ersity can not_, offer all th~
basic studies to freshmen dur- ·
ing Quarter I. " He said some
of the freshmen would nave to
begin their ' ·basic English •
(CBS 101) and· basic '· ma1li ·
(CBS 109) in Quarter II.
_
AT ONE TIME the basic
English line stretched · from
west end of the gym, across
the gymnasium through the
doors·on ·the ··e ast side and into
the card packet room.
.
But Lucas said ·that when
registration ended ·there were
still some freshman English
cards available.
1

NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

t

WESTSHORE PLAZA

DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST
BRITT0N PLAZA $HOPPING CENTER

1

·T HE GR EAT ~~
·TUNIC TAK E OVER!
/

OUR "TUNIC PLUS PANTS" COMBO
BONDED KNITS, SWEATER RIBS
• AND MORE

WEARE N0 .1
OF ALL STOCK LIFE INSURAN CE COMPANI ES IN THE NUMBER OF
MEMBERS INTHE WORLD WIDE EL-ITE

MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE

REASONS?
PERHAPS IT'S BECAUSE •••
1 WE OFFER DIVIDEND AND NON DIVIDEND
1,
PLANS
2 WE OPERATE IN 48 STATES
3 HIGHEST NATIONAL RATING
4 WE DON'T BUG YOU IN THE CAFETERIA

DIAMOND MERCHANTS OF AM .E RICA

G

~R EDO N•S

.~

W E L

J

E R S

-

j, . INDIANA STATE
• "OUTS"rANDING ROOKIE"
FLA - '68 .

•

JOE HOBBS
All-AMERICA
BASKETBALL,
UNIV. FLA - '58
MASTER'S DEGREE

UNIV. OF S.F.
Pl SIG EP.

IN TAMPA SHOP AT GORDON'S
TERRACE P~AZ~ MALL 8876 56th ST.

I

3924 BRITTON PLAZA
NORTHGATE SHOPPiNG CENTER
SjtOPPING CENTER .
.
9013 N. FLORIDA AVE.
OTHER STORES IN CLEARWATER, ST, PETERSBURG,
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
POIN.SETTIA PLAZA
10010 N. 30th STREET

•
•
•

HERE ATLERNE R SHOPS OUR "TUNICS"
ARE MAKING BIG NEWS
"KNITS, THAT ARE RIBBED, CABLED, PATTERN ED,
CROTCHE TED . . .
SOFT, ELEGANT , FLUID CREPE .. .
SLICK GLEAMY "WET LOOKS" .. .
. AND JUST ABOUT EVERY NEW FABRIC IMAGINA BLE
UPBEA'F! CONTEMP ORARY! ABSOLUT ELY SMA:SHING!

THERE IS A TUNIC FOR EVERYONE! -

. '

.
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Our World, And
0~CLE

The·Time Is Now

~ @) @) ~
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By l\fARY MARGARET RUTLEDGE

EDITORIALS . AND. COMMENTARY_
.
.
.
.

.

Student Commentary

:

.

Well, here we are again. Now that
we've all moved into our dorm _or apl!-l"tment, registered, bought our books, and
resigned ourselves to another qua.tter of ·
toil (we have done that, haven't we ?);
there's time to think about other things
... like clubs, the opposite s_e x, parties,
the opposite sex, sports, the opposite sex,
that poetry we've been intending .to
write , and of course, the opposite sex,
Dig it?

A- Way To Dig Peace
Th~ Vietnam War keeps rolling while they .are operating on "the
on. Last Friday Pres. Nixon said ideology of Peace" as they hav~
he hopes to end the war in 1970. said, that many people -, faculty;
The next day Pres. Nguyen Van students, administrators _;_ will see
Thieu of South Vietnam said he it from the depths of their convicdoesn't foresee a full U.S. troop tion to help them, to work ~ith
withdrawal for ·_!.'years and _years." them, and to dedicate a great deal
of thought to peace.
.
Encouraging?
The committee is ,asking . for,
And if you _should go . back
through some old newspapers ..:... and should in all good conscience
late 1963, let's say - you will find receive, the support of the adminheadlines which read: "U.S. Sees istration. And we hope they also
receive the money they need.
, End of Viet War In Two Years."
On Oct. 15. we should all pause,
·· It is-now 1969 and while the crepar
ticipate and turn our thoughts
dibility gap becomes a canyon and
towards
Peace. Can any rational
tile generation gap bec:omes a revman
fi_nd
fault with a thought iike
oluti6n, the people pimps and the
that?
profiteers .of . an· sides make the
If they remain qnder the dfrecmoney and the machines and the
tion
of those working with if now,
headlines of war.
those people organizing the mora~
. A nationwide Vietnam moratori- torium have a good, sincere and
um is . now being planned for Oct. honest base to work from; All the
15. The moratorium committee at · good this type . of action ·does will
USF has indicated it· is acting be measured in the final cohviction
somewhat.frtd~pendently 'of ·the na:- of the peopl~ it reaches. The power
tfonal movement · and · plans to of persuasion carries a lot' . of
''throw the University op-en· to:d1a- punch. .
_- . · ·· ' .
logue on Peace" . . . a· Peace morIt is to the point now Where th_e
atori'l1m.
war-witches running the wor1tl
. We-.hope that, whfle the 'com- powers •i;ieed this · punch. And .it
mittee's plans are still ·indefinite, · must be strong.

"I'm The Only One In My _Family That Has A Job.II

then try to come to some consensus. I
being any further chang·~~- For exam~le,
think that basically is the purpose of his . I don 't see any participation by students
i n administration of the u·nivers~ties or in
committee, to come to some workable
s olution concerning student r ights as rethe teaching of courses, ·other ·than •in apflected in the policy manual. We did make
propriate and organized . student governsome changes, you know, concerning last
ment areas. I don't believe there· are
fall. Some of these perhaps can be imgoing to be great problems because I
proved.
think most of the students still go to
school to learn and when they are treatThere are other problems . The• one
e d as adultc; I think they will respect the
you mention I recall. There was a specifadministration and respect the faculty.
ic proposal from South Florida concerning
stu"l:lent rights and I think that it's certainly been discussed by the committee.

In this last installment of a two-part
interview with D. Burke Kibler, Oracle
editor John Thomson (JT) and the Board
of Regents chairman wind up their d iscussion of some of the major and sensitive issues which concern the students of
F1orida's universities.

JT: -tn what is now Regent's policy and

J'.l': We know Black Studies is a very

state statut-e, the university president or
JT: Do yon think there's any futlJJ'e
for a bill of this 80t't? Do you think that
it's perhaps the coming thing on ca!llpuses? Do you t.hnk there's a need for it

as

USF has been noted recently as being a
pioneer in southern liberal education be~Wie of t-he addition of a Bluk Studies
program in the r egular curriculum. But
still, Black students have indicated these
••token gestures" a.re not the entire answers to the problem. Do yon feel we' re
In for any uncertain future with our "liberal education?"

KIBLER: Well, Black Studies .needs
to be defined. If you refer to a program
whereby it will be r un by blacks and
give blacks what they think they should
-have aud:-grade them· as they think they
should . be graded, I'm unalterably oppo'sed to it.

· If Black Studies are to mean an em·
phasi_s ypo_n _those courses which will
show·,blac.k'.s cultural patterns, the historical contributions of blacks in this and
other courtties, then I'm certainly approving tlµs particula~ program.

on campuses?
KIBLER: I don't really _see that a
s tudent needs a bill of rights. A nonstudent doesn't have a special bill of
r ights. He is protected by the · Bill of
Rights of the U.S. Constitution and his
· state constitutuion. I don't think a student's status is such that he needs a specialized legal protection in relation to the
administration and to the faculty who he
comes in contact with. I frankly think
it's all kind of silly.

More

On

E DITOR:
When I went' through registration, I
was handed a paper asking n'le to support Prof. Stevenson a nd to seek his
reinstatement. It is a nice thought, and
while I like Bob and he ·is a . truly warm
person, the a ttempt is idealistic. T~at
makes it very appropriate as it matches
Bob's ideaiism.
·
I differ . with m uch of BQb's political
views, we have had ma ny verbal clash-

Vot. 4
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ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD tlki7, 1969
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
. Publlshtd _l'l_lry w,dnti dly l_n thl school ye,r
bY. thl Unlven'tty Of S.o utlJ l'tor_
ld;a_<4202 !"oWlt f An.,
T1mpa, Fla., 32420.· Second CIIU posllft paid .,
TlfflDI, Fla., 33ffl, undtr Act et Mar. !, 187t. l'Tlnt,ii By Tht Times P'ubllshlng Company, -St, PetlBllurg.
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Stevenson
es, but his warmth of spirit, his humility,
and his idealism led to this -· situation.
Dr. Eichorn pointed out in his lett~r
last quarter, the activities of ·Stevenson
"a.re incompatible with the dignity . a
position on the faculty . . . and thus
prima facie evidence of poor juqgment.''
"PRIMA F AClE" evidence, in the
common Ja w, is such that may be rebutted, and In the process, it may be refuted.
As far as can be d~tennined, no such opportunity for rebutting .it was or · has
been made by the Administration. If we
are a · nation of laws, we and the University should make law more meaningful
for all persons. An untenured member of
the faculty should not be a. secorid class
citizen.
·
Pres. Allen, by law, is in his ri"ghts to
have acted as he has. In the process
however, Allen has in effect rejected the
judgment of Dr. Warner and Dan Mar•
tin who -h ave recommende d that 'Bob
should receive the highest salary · increase that is allowed.
By law, Allen has no obligation to tell
a nyone why he .acted as he did. If Allen
is a gentleman he ,vould tell these fellows why their · judgment was rejected.
Manners and civility ·have a proper place
a mong professional pe~nnel.
THE ONLY . good reason ·for not telling them (and I do not think it wouid or
should be published) is tha t the reason
is, in fact, a clear infringement of Bob's
academic freedom.· I do not know eithet
way.
_.
Secrecy, 111 a free society, is a denial
of freedom·, and the society -is not free.
Ptes. Allen should discuss this matter
with his colleagues, Dr. Warner and
Dean Martin. And Bob. Stevenson! This
would end the problem, I hope.

of

I think the rules and regulations must
be reasonable, and if they themselves
violate constitutional righ~ then they
be changed, legally. I think that
most administrators are now sensitive to
this. The repressive regulations, the noxjous ones, I think, either have been
changed or are in the process of being
changed.

~e-an

B. WARREN FELKEL
8UNA

But I don't find today m uch substance
in saying a student has his rights in any
way transgressed or trampled upon by
an administration, cer tainly not one of
the administrations in the state universities. I repeat, I think the whole concern
with a student bill of rights is somewhat
r idiculous and silly.

Accordingly, if your academic standards are maintained I see no reason
whatsoever to do anything but encourage
this kind of new curriculum which will
give an offering to blacks and to whi~es
too, that will put in better perspective
the black and his contributions to s ociety.

When I say that I think its ridiculous
- the whole question on student rights
- I don't mean that student r ights are
r idiculous, I mean that having a form alized document ,and being concerned and
involved about us adopting that which
JT: Coming into a university, it's perhaps confusing when one hears that ad- spells out our rights. I think the rights
that a student has as a citizen are suffiministrators and officials a.re becoming
cient. And I don' t think the student needs
increasingly toierant of campus activity
a ny more rights than I have, when he
Md then on the other -h and we a.re confronted with a wave of Federal and state . goes to the University of South Floria: I
think he's protected completely and enlegislation. What is the trend in F lorida
tirely.
towards the young people of the universi-

ties?

KIBLER: I think it can be fairly simply put. Most of the . students on most ot
the campuses in Florida want to be
treated as a dults. They are t ired of being
treated as children. I think all of them
resent this and as a residua l - in regulations and in attitude - on some campuses whereby they are not trea~ed as
adults but just as if they were m the
thirteenth or fourteenth gr ade of a high
school.
·

JT: The last that

beard of the
USF Bill of Rights was that it is still in
the office of Chancellor Mautz. Many
students feel the delays are intentional
and that it isn't getting due consideration. Is there MY future for the bill?
wl!,S

KIBLER:··My recollection is that this
has been r eferred to the special commitstudent rights and .policies that is
t~e
chaired by Chester Ferguson of Tampa.
I may be in error, maybe this hasn't
been given · to that committee but I
thought it had.

tm

Mr. Ferguson has met with student
leaders and plans on further meetings
a nd will r eport generally in this area
sometime this fall, I suspect. But he is
doing it in a m ethodical, logical way. He
is going to have representatives of _the
various campuses meet with him and

Last- year I saw a r ather unimp~~sive
Student Government (SS) undergo a vh:·
tual metamorphosis sparked by the
members of Campus Coalition (remember them?) and their sympathizers. People began moving and things were being
done. As the n~w Student Body president, Steve Anderson was quick to show
strength as well as good sense and im~gination.
Unfortunately, over the summer the
SG lost a number of valuelf members.
Consequently, there ar! Representatives
seats and. Senate s~ats . avafiiible . that
must be filled, hopefully with inter~sted,
industrious students. (Pon 't stop . now:
there isn't much left.)

powe~ in the . bands of the president,

As a student Senator who is acutely
aware of the necessity for SG to remain
an effective body, I urge you to. give it a
try. Got an idea. on how to improve
USF? Great! Voice it. But go 0ne,better
- do something about it.

could there be _the problem of several
different interpretations of the same
situation?

re~a::\ :~-~

ex~~

across

OUR READER'S WRITE

a

his -designated .represent.ative shall h.&ve
the power _t~ order any student on or off
c&IllP,US cease and (Jesist any ·activity
which in bis or their judgement disrupts
the orderly operation of the i.nStitution.
Since. this puts a lot of interpretive

It

. .,,.
.
But a , ;m'ack Studies program truly
cuts
•many disciplines. An intelli·
gent Black ·studies is one that draws
upon these disciplines and has the emphasis upon the contribution of the
blacks within;the various disciplines, and
it's a c·oordinated effort r ather than
creating a totally new department with
totally new disciplines.

''I say censor books, censor pictures, _and censor sex education
so that kids gro~ up to. be H.ke us adults."

I finally reached· the conclusion that· in
order t o get, the most out of this college
-experience, student has to take an in: terest in what's happening on this campus and be a part of it. So, what is this
a ll leading up t9? If you've read this far,
you might as welHinish.
. . .

KIBLER: When you deal ·with a fact
situation there's always the problem of
What'll you get out of it? Materie.Uy,
interpretation. Yes, theoretically there
probably nothing. But, if yo~ wartt to
could be problems but we have presimeet a lot of interesting people (and wl)o
dents who are experienced and who are
doesn't?) if you'd like to get to know
judicious. Hopefully they will not be in a
groovy profs (and USF has a lot c:ff
I think that no bill of rights lessens or
·
who dwelpos1'tion mak'mg improper
judgements on . them) , and if you
. 're a person
~
• t
enlarges the rights, constitutionally, that
what constitutes a disorder and when to
comes a challenge, then ge. Into Stu e~
a. citizen has . When a student goes to a _ exercise their authority:
comes down~- Government. · ·: "••: · _ ' ·· ' .· >':/:
..- university there are certain rules and
t? the _fact that nQ po~if>'.:and:D?
Not only will you be doing your fellow
regulations that he agrees to abide by. I
tions 1s any better ilian . the man you . students a service, but you will gain 11.
still take the view, though it is in dishave to administer t~at :Particular po~~ __·_ y.,ealth of knowledge and practical
· pute, that it is a privilege to attend a
cy.
. _ .-.. rience, a s well as many new friends ahd
university.
... , ~--.
... ., _a ~ense of personal satisfaction.

oi

..:,.

Before I came to USF I saw two college scenes: 1) attending classes arii:l
studying. 2) attending classes and par. tying. Both had their advantages, but
neitMr of them quite made it.

Kibler: An Interview

~ovel situation in Florida,. For one, being
southern, Florida is a stronghold of conservatism both educationally and politically. Yet again, it is historically qnit.e
llbera.l
opposed to its clo~ neighbors .

-

Yeah, well, how aboiJt giving tois a
mental workout : What do you want out
of college? Now that you've ponqered
that, a nswer this question: Are you getting it? If not; read on.

1

JT: Realizing at least a general discontent on campuses, why did the Regents pass a iemporary "disruptive conduct" code rather than tabling it until
somthing definite could be decided lipon?

KIBLER: I think the Regents felt that
the . legislature had enacted the statute
requiring the Regents to have in their
policy meatures defining disruptive COfl·
duct a nd to set forth _ penalties for it.
Now the Board of Regents were resounding to this legislative enactment.
The question really was, "Was it better to wait until after school had star ted
before the legislative mandate wa·s re,
sponded to?" I think the majority of the
Regents felt that cer ta inly no harm
would come from going ahead and ·adopting a regula tion even though it may need
improving. Many of our regulations are
amended time to time in various ways.
Tbis, I think, is the answer to your
question. The statute required it and the
Regents felt it was their duty to ·e nact
such a regulation.
I think this has changed. I think it
has been a revolution, as it were, in the
a ttitude of the a dministration and the
faculty toward their student bodies.
But I think this was legitimate a nd
largely proper , but
do not see there

r

JT: Can we perhaps· come_;to some, worlc-_: . :The time is now ! Come up to Universi. ty Center (UC) 219, or call ext. 2401 or
iqg definition of "disruptive.'' .and' "a~ · 2402 to find out how ypu _cart become an
ceptable" conduct? · .
·
SG member. As long as we're at USF:,
KIBLER: Well, that · which interferes
this is our world - yours and mine. D~
with the educational process. That' is
about as broad an ar ea as - you . could .
imagine.

There's so many ways to disrupt. You
could disrupt me in my work here at my ·
office by throwing bricks against my
windows, you could do it by setting a fire
outside, you could do it by blocking the
doorway, you could do· it by throwing a
smoke bomb inside, you could do it by
harassing my secretary, you could do it
by threatening letters, you -could do it by
any number of processes.

I do not think it is necessary, or wise
even, to try to delineate those particular
a cts which would constitute disruption. I
think reasonable men that have intelligence can pretty . ,vell determine .what
disruption is and what disruption isn't.
It's not been my observation that
there's been any difficulty in determining when the educational process has
been disrupted on those campuses where
in fact it has. r don't think anybody
would deny the fact tha t the educational
process was disrupted and stopped at
San Francisco State, at Columbia, at
Cornell and many other institutions
across the nation. This_just hasn't been
the problem.
The problem has been in dealing effectively and firmly and quickly with
those that a re out to disrupt the educational process. And all that any regula. tion adopted in F lorida is aimed at 1s to
prevent that from happening.

I happen to believe that the . majorjty
of students want to get educa ted and
that's why they go to school. I · don't
think a small radical minority has any
right to st<;>p those students from getting
their education.
Now that small, radical minority
as long as they're students , have the
right to express their views, provided it
doesn't interfere with the education of
the others. If it does interfere , then
they're going to be stopped.
And I think. the presidents a nd their
administrators ,vill use every effort to
accomplish that result But, they're not
going to be harassed. They're not going
to have their rights denied. But they are
not going to be allowed to harass others
and interfere with the rights of others.
And these are all fact situa tions, depending upon wha t they choose to do or what
they try to do.

it!

Meeti!lgs Urged

With Allen
EDITOR :
In his Oracle article last \veek
dent Allen said,.

Pr~~i-

" Flrst, I believe we have · reasonable
expectations of continulng, and improv·~
ing, the back ; -and - forth conversati_ons
between our students, · faculty, which
have so far been effec tive in communicating different viewpoints at our institutions
"
For my . part, I intend to make
certE.in that anf group of students
1a:c. ulty who find themselve_s que~tioning
University policies can gain a _sympathetic hearing a s . well as -f~ll consideration for any r ationa l proposals.''

or

How can ·he say that he is inte:re.st(!cj
in continuing communicatiOn!5, when he
not only · does nQt communicate With the
students (except on rare occasions:
orientation and this rare column) but he
never even leaves his office to se·e the
stµdents.
The grea test improven1ent . ·on ' this
campus would be if the President _would _
regularly meet with students in the_University Center. But he must meet them
in a mood to have a true dialogqe,_9ne_in
which both sides sit down and iron out
problems, a nd not one in ·•which he is
there to tell the students "how jt is.H.
These meetings _Ehould occur at .· least
twice a month and could serve as a'way
for the P resident to know the stµ!'.}el)~
and vice versa as well as aCCO!llplis~ing
creative changes in the University.

ZADD{ SHA:PIRO

2CBS

Letter Policy
The Oracle welcome~ letters
· to the editor. All letters must be
signed and kept under 350 words.

t·
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Deans Sound Off On Plans ·for ·New Year ,.
.

.

Editor's Note
The

Oracle

Invited

the

Deans of each' college at USF

to sound off in the first_issue
their college's future plans for the future, problems
of the past, any point of cominunication they wished.
Unfortunately a full page
was necessary to print all the
responses and one wa-s -not
available. Therefore we will
print the first of the two re-·
sponses this week and will
print the remaining three next
week.

on

BASIC STUDIES
Dean Edwin Martin
On behalf of the faculty of
the College of Basic Studies,
may I welcome you to mem;

.

.

.

.

.these have been devel- continued development of"the
·And, finally, the tn,ird quar- often
commodate at least some of
bership in Ol;lr university C0!11• basic studies.
1
in response to expres-- college program. Your stued
op
courses
the
of
some
of
ters
individamong
differences
the
--UNIVERSITY
ALL
THE
munity: We in Basic Studies
are organized as special inter- sions of need and interest by dE!nt government has a stu. are especially interested in . graduation -requirements im- ual students.
dent •basic ~tudies council
est groups which provide op- students.
First, we offer courses in
helping those of you starting plement the notion that ·au
\'i1hile you_are in the College which would welcome your
portunities to choose among ·
your university life this fall. baccalaureate _degrees from a eight areas, and each student
several topics in the area of of Basic Studies, you will be help in a variety of ways. .
wish you· an exciting 'and university should have a core must select six of these; this
SHOULD YOU need help,
assigned an advisor to help
study.
profitable career as a univer- of common experience. We in permits some choice.
ONE OF THE most popular y9u plan your academic pro- and don't know where to find
~
Secon_d, requirements may
sity student, and want to do the college, · howevet, are
parts _of the basic studies cur- gram. Use him as you 11eed it, the coll~ge office may be
all we can to make your first aware of the dangers of re- be satisfied by waiver, credit
riculum is the course called · him .::.._ he can help· only if you · able to provide it. The office
quiring the same educational by · exam, or ·independent
term with us rewarding.
is ,in SSO 011, extension 2645.
CBS _483. This is ...._a course take the initiative and ask.
An of you still in the lower · pattern for everyone, and study if students have appro1
Some of you may be inter- Good luck,, and happy learnnumber under which experidivision of the university are have .tried to keep our pro- priate · talents and bad~\
mental courses are tried; est'ed - in participating in the ing.
members of· the College of gram flexible enough to ac- grounds.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Basic Stulies, and . will ·be i-;===================;;::::::;:::::;:;.;::;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
until _you have satisfied the requirements for . admission to
one of the other colleges of
the university.
All of those courses which
:are -all-university graduation
· requirements are offered by
· the college, plus an assort-.
ment of upper dhision ele~tives and degree progra~s m
humanities a: n d advanced

We

Business Dean
Cites Progress
On a College wide basis, the
Student Advisory Board working with the Dean has beeq
a;,-The beginning o_f . another extremely effective in coordiacademic year causes ·us to nating existing programs and ·
review ·past accomplishments sponsoring new student activiand look forward to new ties. Student representation on
goals.
the undergraduate curriculum
The College of Business has - committee has . proven that
experienced a very rapid rate students can make significant .
of gro\~h durin_g the past nine contributions relating· to · curyears, During the past two· riculum planning and review. .
years; we liave been growing
THE MBA CLUB was orgaat a rate in excess of 22 per . nized this past year and
cent: This rapid expansion
should proye to be a benefit to
has created some serious both the students and the Colproblems of staffing and hous~
le£re.
.
~
mg. ' ,
Mr. David Kenerson, stuwe have; been extremely
fortunate in attracting well dent advisor on the Bay Camqualiiied faculty members pus, working with Mr. Davey
within the limitations set forth and Mrs. Power coordinators
by the Board of Regents. Un- of - advising in the College,
fortunately, allocations based have produced an advising
on hfstorical index tend to handbook which should prove
leave us short d~ring periods a major help to students and
faculty.
rapid gro".'71h. .
'flhi~ is not intended as . a
IN SPITE OF this, we have
been able to hold most pf our substitute for personal advisclasses to a reasonable size; -a -:-- Jng but rather it shoulg refact which most students lieve all paJ1.i~s . o~ muc~ . o; ~ seem to allpreciate. Several the r ~ u t rn -e . and .. time-·
courses in the College have consuming details. In ~ •
experimented' with further the~e . should be more ttme
breaking down of classes into ava1la~le for broader contact.
smaller discussion groups between faculty and students.
Everyone in the Colleg~ of.
which encourage interpersonal reactions. Given the phys- Business recognizes that proical, facilities, classes of this grams~ without sincere intere_st ar.e meaningless. The adtype will be encouraged.
and' the faculty,
ministration
be·
. As the College of Business
comes larger, it bec;omes in- have worked hard to ·crea,te·
creasingly more difficult for an atmosphere of concern in
students to i dentify with the the meaningful education of
total College. Several avenues
have been opened which en~ our students and it is -gratiable students to participate in tying to see the students r!?act
activities related. to their in kind.
All new students are enmajor field of interest.
Thre- are student organiza- couraged to ava_ii"themselves
tions in the field of Accounting, Ec;onomics, Management of every assistance we can
offer. and Marketing.
BUSINESS
Dean Robert Cline

of

Th-e··.
.

:~;ENTERED
IN THREE DAYS! (SEPTEMBER 24-26)

Make Tots Toys

With the Hmited floor space (4760 .sq~a:re .fe~t); this
'

Florida Santas
toys to more than 63 different
schools, hospitals and rehabilitation c·enters in Florida,
started their project as fulltime Santas six years ago.
THE MOTIVATIONAL toys
donated to the U_SF Speech
Pathology Clinic are used in
tests and therapy to stimulate
speech a nd hearing in young
children.
Speech Pathology instructor
Mrs. Jean Glover said,
"These original toys stimulate
the children, mostly preschoolers, to respond more
accurately and ·quickly to our
te.s ts and therapy."
During play therapy at the
' USF . Clinic, a child is taught
speech and language by working with familiar objects on a
toy level.
AS AN EXAMPLE, a large,
fully equipped doll house with
some 50 handmade pieces of
movable f u r n i t u r e and
fixtures, is used to stimulate
discussions · about activities
the · child would take part in
while in his 0\"111 home.
The toys made .by t_he Sawdust Engineers are sturdy and
durable, and according to .Ed
Loeschorn, 72-year-old founder of the Sawdust Engineers,
"Our toys can outlast the
playtime of t he average
child."
"Learning is fun ," said
Mrs. Glover, " and since we
got the new toys, the children
are more anxious than ever to
come to therapy and, of
course, they lea rn faster
now"

, HAVE ACURLY OR SMOOTH
STYLE IN MINUTES '
WITH A BEAUTIFUL
YIIG.

ONLY

2995

SUBURBANETTf
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St,
Phone 935-1400

.

might have been the. most .visited shop -per square .foot,

and creating
Designing
'hand-made toys for handicapped and underprivileged
children is a year-round project for Florida's number one
pff-season Santa Clauses, the
Sawdust Engineers of the Sun
City _ retirement community
(near Ruskin).
One of their · most recent
projects was donating more
than 60 hand-made motiva- ·
tional toys to the Speech Pathology Clinic at USF.
The Sawdust Engineers,
who have given some , 8000

SEE
THE NEW
STRETCH WIG

.....

in the Big U.S.A.

We appreciate your patronage, and look forward
to your continued support.

WATCH FOR SPECIALS TO COME SOON!!
Bargains Galore - Supplies for, your needs!
i.

''Striving To Serve Y~oii Better''

The

:'i

,o/.·

•
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You are invited .

Univer~ity Center Council

• •

Strives· For Entertainment
Ethan Allen Carriage House
and

Everything from fashion to dance fall into the
scope of the University Centels· (UC) committees. The
-student-directed committees are responsible for all
'the entertainment· and programs that com~ to USF
through the University Center Program Co~ncil.
The 12 .committees are: executive, arts and exhibits, dance,
fashion,
inter-communications, intra•
7
· service, movies, music, recreat-ion, special events_; personnel, -entertainment.

DUANE E. LAKE
•. - director

Beva Dalbeck Bridal Shop
request 1the pleasure of your compa"Qy
at a showing of
romantic fashions for'brides
Wednesday, the eighth of October
at half after seven o'clock

Carriage House
6200 North Dale Mabry Highway

ELISE JORDAN
. . . program director

(between Hillsborough and Sligh)
R.S.V.P.

·The. committees are responsible for fashion shows,
weekend 1tiovies, outside artists, bridal series, dances,
Dial 2400, Family Day and Night, and other activities
offered to students.during the year.
r

Applications for work in the ,committees may be
obtained from the Univ~rsity Center P~ogram Council
office; ~niversity Center Room 156.
KIM Ir!\RIINER

Free Gifts *
Grand Door Prize
Reservations Required. Phone §72-8200 or 884-8474
1~UNDY SAMAHA
•.• dances

• • . arts.and exhibits

DIANE SAXE
intercom

·MARINA ~OIIARDSON
• . • intra-service

,,,

NINAGALITZ
movies
~

LEE PHARR
... music

-

,

~~

campui dining guide
Locate The
recreation

.

Convenient Cafitei-iCI
Or Snack Bar Necire~t ·roil
..------'-"-".--_
,"'"1.-----~~~---..

,.·

mROLWHITNEY
:

assistant director

'

. JAN SEEGERS

. ..

..• president

.

Allen Cites USF Progr_
8ss
(Continu~d from P~e 1)

.......

Women's Club
ToHoldAlea
This Monday

.,

SNACK

l
.Y•

BAR

LIBRARY

......

FINE
ARTS

SNACK
BAR

Organiiations ·. ~cifef
To ·students, .Interests

~-

t

.

: ·ADMIN · , -;,

The AAUP 'cited a Board of
Regents policy manual which
states "each state university
shall have a constitution.'.'

.

Science
Center

__.

.

of a constifutic5n.
man, Dr. R. H. Fuson, and
In
Friday's
speech,
Allen
Dr.
James Popovich. Allen
·. ,,AAUP ·appealed, to Board of
said a committee was formed said that since he did not cre· R-egents Chairman Burke Kiin early 1969 by the University ate or appoint the committee,
~- bler early last month for help.
Senate Council "to study the he will ask the committee to:
, Kibler then referred the apThe AAUP has been in .dis- -need· for and
feasibility of "l. Proceed with their origi. p eal to President Allen to agreement with Allen on his
·writing a constitution."
'nal assignment. 2. Write a
\ ?-'look into the matter and coptention that.a series' of poldraft of a document -that
; ' make an appropriate re• icy statements i,ssuea by him
The_committee is composed might
be consider·ed for a
could serve as the equivalent of Dr. Ed Hirschberg, chair:( sponse.''
University Constitution which:
a. Translates existing Florida
_law, existing Board of . Regents Policies, ··and existing
University policies into the
format of a -Constitution, and
b. Provides an appropriate
'
..
mechanism for future orderly
changes of the document
(,vhich might become ,the University Constitution) .''
Better living through orga- Coundl, University Center council to deal' with the probAllen also suggested that
~ n izations is Mrs. Phyllis Mar- Council, and World Affairs .lems of students living ·in that
:- shall's motto .. Mrs. Marshall, Council, form _ the councils particular unit.
the committee have staff a nd
USF's director of Student Or- categories of Student Organiy, SERVICE.
stuµent representation for its
· t·
ys that zations.·
Alpha Phi.
;. g a n 1 z a 1 0 n s . sa
,
Omega, inen's national _ ser- enlarged assi~nment.
"through organizations · stu•
v FRATERNAL. There are vice fraternity, Circle K and
'~ :,bthers."
dents· learn ·to better live with 13 nat·1'onal fratern1·u·es and C ll ·
"
a eg1ate Civinettes and the
. USF student organizations one Jocal. These fraternities t.µree campus organizations
form the IFC. Panhellenic serving USF.
· now total 150. These organiza. tions fall into 10 main catego- Council is made ·up of eight
Y'
SPECIAL INTEREST.
under t h·is heact·mg f a11 the pories: academic departmental· national sororities.
organizations, councils, frater"" HONORARIES. Good ac- litical organizations such as
nal, honoraries,· religious, res- ademic standing, leadership Students for Responsible Govidence halls, service, special and an: interest in certair ernment (SRG), ~ ~ 1 i t i c a 1
interest, sports and others.
fields are the main qualifica- Union, Your Op1moh UnopY' ACADEMIC DEPARJ·
~io~s for some of USF ho~o- _ pre:1":ed (YOU)'. One to One,.
Pohtica lly Active Conserval\fENTAL. Under· th'1s head.mg · ranes. Among the honoranes ti
c
·1 y
organizations such as the Eco- are Atheneaum, Gold Key,
ve ounc1 ,
oung Demo- ' Mrs. John S. Allen, wife of
nomics Club Senior Account- Omicron Beta Kappa, Phi Mu crats and Young Republicans. USF's president, will entering Club, Library Education, Alpha (Men:s music), Gamma
Also under Special Interest· tain at a tea for members of
._ Audio Visual, Speech Patholo- ~eta Epsil~n (Geography) ! there are organizations such
· gy and Student Council for the P1 . Mu Epsilon (Mat~), Psi as the Motle! Crew, -Basket the USF's Women's Club at
Exceptional Children Clubs Chi (Psychology), , S 1 g ~ a weavers, Radio Club, WHAT, her home, 10900 Car rollwood
exist.
Alpha Iota (womens music), and the Veterans Club which Dr., from 2 :30 to 5 :30 p.m.,
'
th
E
.
.
B
Sigma
Pi Sigma, (physics), deal with service a nd interest Monday.
Also e ngmeermg e11es, T
B
Ph.1 (E .
. )
·
.
.
.
,
au
eta
ngmeermg ·
Y' SPORTS Students inter
for engmeermg
m a Jo r s
.
·
. .
•
The coffee is being given to
wives, the Florida EngineerY' RELIGIOUS. The pur- ested m sports can Jom any of
welcome
prospective n e w
ing Society, the English Club, pose of these organization,s is t~~se o~ganizations -and parBay Players, Ripieno, French to bring together students of tici~ate_m. those sports the or- members and to acquaint
Club, Russian c lub, Pre-Med the same faith and give them gamzation represents.
them with current members,
Society, Marine Biology Club, a keener understanding of reY' OTHER. The campus
goals of the club, and its acFor ensics Club and the Read- ligi.on today. The Baha'i Club, publications, The Oracle and tivities.
ers Theatre Guild.
Baptist Student Union, Cam- the Aegean, plus the Students
All women staff members,
y, COUNCIL.5. The Basic pus Crusade for Christ Inter- Government make up t his catStudies Council Student Advi- national, Catholic Student egory.
women of the academic staff,
sory Board, C~Uege of Busi- Uni?n, . Chri sti~n Science OrTh.e office of Student Orga- wives of staff aifd academic
ness Education Council En- gamza tion, Hillel, Lu theran nizations plans Quarter I staff and women holding progine~ring Association, Llberal students Organizations! E~is- hours -from 8 :30 to 9 p.im. MonArts, Dean's Student Advisory copal V~stry, a~d Umversi~y day through Thursday and to fessional positions in the UniBoard, Interfraternity Council FelJowship . form th e Council. 5 p.m. on Friday. Facilities versity are eligible to become
(IFC), Inter-Residence Hall
.,,, RESIDENCE HALLS. were pr eviously closed to stu- members of this wom·en's orCouncil (IRHC), Panhellenic Each residence hall has a dent groups after 5 l?!Dl· daily. ganization.
, I
~
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UC

Cafeteria

ARGOS

. ANDROS ·
SNACK BAR
&

CAFETERIA

Univtrsity Center : ·
Nbrthside C~feteria

Southside
Speedline
Commuter
Special

EACH
DAY

- OPEN
9' .a.m.-11 p.m.
M-F
2-12 p.ni.
Weekends
Special Menu
After 5 _p.m•.

SNACK BAR

Argos & Andros
Centers

Science Center

Big Sa~ndwiches
Specially Made

-·

..

·''GOOD FOOD
EACH-DAY~''
Trying to··serve .
you better •••

'-TRY'US
TODAY.
!!
..

l'

SNACK BAR

·~

OPEN
With Special Menu
After 5- p.m.

LOCATED AT
.BASEMENT LOUNGE

The "Big Bldg. at USF"

UNIVERS ITY FOOD SERVICE
..4

., I:~

It Today
It has only been one year Tampa Commission of Comsince the Rev. Don Steger munity Relations.
topk his first ·group of student
In one short and prosperous
tutors into the schools. But, year, IT has become the larglike a wildfire, what he start- est tutm1ial program in the naed has spread through the tion. When the program gets ·
h o p e s of schoolchildren underway this month .over
throughou.t Hillsborough Coun- 1500 tutors will be needed to
go into over 20 schools
ty.
When the Intensive- Tutorial · throughout the county.
Program (IT) began last year
MOST ·OF THE schools are
there were less than 50 tutors ioca ted in and around the
working in the program . IT ghettoes and deprived areas.
was the result of the merging By doing this two things are
of the tutorial programs of the accomplished in that it is eas·
Tampa Inner-City Parish and ier to meet the need due to

Tutors Get_Insights
Bill Humphries said, "It gives the student a chance to see
the child's view of education and why they so often don't give

a damn."

the lower level in the quality
of education, and since most
of the children in these areas
are black and since most of
the tutors are white, there is
a greater amount of corilmunicatiori between the races
which eases tensions.
IT is a one-to-one program .
When possible blacks are assigned · to whites and vice

versa. · Opposite sexes are
never matched. Assignments
are m ade by coordinators at
the .different schools.
When the tutor meets his
tutee he usually fi nds that the
child is anywhere from two to
five grade levels behind ~vhat
should be his reading level.
Most of ~ children are in
elementary school, but begin•

ning this year the program
will also be going into the sec•
ondary schools.
USF FURNISHES tµtors to
IT through two different channels; the America Idea department, w h i c h recruits
. tutors from all ,over the University, and the College of
Education, which is limited to
just education students.
The campus coordinator for
the program is James Loper.
Also working in about the
same capacity but just for· the
College of Education is Joe
Kin tzel.
Loper said that IT had three
purposes:
,.,, To improve the academic
level of the disadvantage d
youngsters.
,.,, To improve the selfconfidence Of these children_
,.,, To improve racial · relations.
THE REV. l'tfR. Steger, a
dynamic, young, black man
and director of the IT program said there is no failure
in the decision making in the
tutorial program due to the
nature of the program.
He said IT "should initiate
goals in the child, his own
goals, not those of the tutor."
"IT tries to create the environment so the child can
make the decisions on his
goals," he said.
Steger said IT is a "relationship program • , • to get
people together." He said,
"Acquaintan ces d e s tr o y s
myths."
Steger said a very sincere
bond has developed in tlie
past between the tutor and the
tutee. He said that often . the
tutors begin by calling their
tutee "my stu_d ent" and end
up calling him "my kid."
HE CALLED the program
"an aw,a kening to the world of
the ghetto. "
Loper said that there is a
need for sfudents, faculty,
staff, and their wives, · who
have the time to tutor. He

said that only one hour a THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Oc:tober 2, 1969-7
week is required but that t he
maximum is left up to the individual tutor. Anyone interested should contact Loper in
FOC 207 or call him at 97 4- .
21E8 .
Loper said the tutor is not
confined strickly to academics. He said they are encol)raged to spend as much time
with their tutee as possible. _
He said they can take their
tutees on field trips on weekends and after school.
If volunteers don' t want to
tutor, Loper said they can
serve in other positions.
THERE WILL be training
for all volunteers at the beginning and throughout the entire
year.
Loper said there will be
orientation meetings Friday
and Oct. 10, in the University
Center (UC) ballroom. He
.
said all students should re30th
CRANDON'S 66 SERVICE.
quest tutorial assignments beAT
_
TIRES • BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES
FLETCHER
fore attending the meetings.

KEEP THI$ NUMBER FOR FAST
ROAD SERVICE 971-3016

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
.Graduate Study
And we've come up with some prelly important informa•
tion. ·F or example, we know that college men are in t he
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command ~realer in•
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rates. Coverace includes
accidental death, dis~bility, and a protected insurabilitv
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no wa r exclusion
clause, offers foll aviation· coverage, and becomes com-·
pletcl~ paid up at normal reti rement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
·
Get full details from these College -Representatives:
Richard Greenlee
·
.
. Robert Meyer
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Su ite 206, Mariner Building
5415 i\fariner Street
Tampa. Fla. 33609

Tel.: 877-8391

PROTEC TNE LIFE INSURANCF COlYIPANY

Tutorial Program Is Mammoth
James Loper (left ) and Rev. Don Steger are coordinating
and directing the Ja.rgest tutorial program in the nation. This
month over 1,500 volunteers are needed to tutor in at least
20 schools.

Introducing

BAY AUTO SALES L.T.D.
USF's Import Headquarters

-

§

-

4~~JWJJ.~~~-~
1--.r?!!4N""'"~......--.,_

[C

MG ••• SAAB ••• SIMCA •••

t)Sl/ BAR IJ

1r: Educational And Emotional Experience
Joe Kintzel has learned that a very close bond can be developed between the tutor and his tutee.

------ -----' --

WE WELCOME USF

STUDENTS & STAFF
LOOK THE.SE SPE.CIALS OVER:

NEW!
1969Austin American
#1776
1969 MGB
1969 V4 Sonett

USED
'66 Austin Healy
MK Ill

6·6 Saiffire

1

'65 Austin Healy
MGB Roadster
$1295

Where the Action Is·

BAY AUTO
SALES & SERVICE LTD,
3500 .Florida Ave.

'69 Aegean
Waiting List
Sale Begins

BLOW
YOURSELF
UP .

1969 Aegeans are now available to those students who
placed their names on a waiting list for the book, said
Myles Ross, 1970 Aegean editor.
These students may purchase the book for $1 through
October 8 in University Center 224 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The 1969 Aegean will be
placed on an open sale to all
students after Wednesday.

Black and White

PROTECTIVE LIFE
Has Done A Lot Of
_Graduate Study
And we've come up with some prelty impor[ant informa•
tion. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period ·o f their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.And because of this, we've designed a special life in surance-savings plan especially for coll ege men. It"s called
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits at preferred rate~. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has ·no war exclusion
clause, offers .full -aviation coverage, and becomes completely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from this College Representative:
Fred A. Crum
Adcock-1'-foore ~ Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel: 877-8391
,

PROTEC TNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

2ft. x3ft. Poster :$2
.
($4.95 value)
only
with plastic
$4 ($7.95 value)
frame

Send any black & white or color photo
' up to 8" x 10" (no negatives) and the
name "Swingline'' cut from any
,Swingline stapler or staple refill packa11
·to: Poster-Mart, P. 0. Box 165,
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose cash,
check or money order (no C.0.0.'s) in

the amount of $2.00 for each blow-up;

$4,00 for blow-up and frame as shown.
Add sales tax where applicable. Original
material returned undamaged. Satisfac•
tion guar•nteed. Allow 30 da)'5 for delivery.

lhe world's large!.I selling
stapler yet no larger than•

pack.of gum. ONLY 91~ wi th 1000 FUE slaplul
THE GREAT NEW
SWINGLINE
®HAND&
DESK STAPLERS
~ ONLY $1.61 eaeh ,
~ With 1000 staple$

CUB

,.q -

-

--

only $1.98

each.

Do you have to give up your identity
to make it in a big corporatioll?
You've heard the stories:
One big corporation forbids you to
wear anything but white shirts.
Another says itwantsyouto be."creative"-and gives you a 4-pound ru le
book telling you exactly how to do it.
Yet another doesn't want you to buy
a. more expensive car than your boss
because "it wouldn't look right':
Is this really happening i_n Americanbusiness?
Have companies beGome so rigid and

fossilized that they're scared of people
who don't fit the "norm"?
Not this company.
Weare nothungupontrivia like that..
The advances General Telephone &
Electronics has made didn't come from
people hiding behind organization
charts and smilingatthe right time.
They came from people who used
their brains:
·
People who revolutionized picturetaking with the Sylvania flashcube,

who developed the high-energy liquid
laser, who came Lip with the sharpest
color TV picture in the world, who pioneered instant elect 1onic stock market
quotations, and so on.
We are looking for more people like
this-people who aren't afraid to stand
up and try themselves out.
We are an eqtJal opportunity employer:
All you need to make it with us is a
good head on your shoulders.

General Telephone & Electronics
Sylvin ia £fec tric Produ, ts • Lenkurt Electric: • Au tomatic Electr ic • Telepho ne Comp,niu in 34 States• Ge nera l Telephone Directory Com
pan~ ~ Genc:.r1I Telephone & Elc'ctronics Lab~ratcrft1
·
Generi/Tcte phone & Electronic s lntern1tion1t.•. GT&E 01t• ·~ervices • GT&ECommunic•tigns •
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USF.Bowling L8ague .

Stadium Sellout Expected
At Florida - Tulane Game
.

I

By JAN WALKER
Sports Writer

.

that " There are many good
seats still left. Florida fans
are looking forward .to seeing

A sell-out cro,vd is expeGted native Tampan John ReaVes
.to fill the 46,000-seat stadium and the exciting brand of foot. in Tampa on Oct. 11 as the ball played by the Gators."
T H E FLORIDA - Tulane
• Florida Gators battle Tulane.
James W. Kynes, president of game is the first chance for
~the Florida West Coast Bowl fans to see the team in action
(Association and -sponsor of the unless they already have a
- 'game made -the pr ediction fol- seat for the sold-out Florida)owiilg the Gators' record- FSU game on October 4 or if
;shattering defeat of Houston they went to Jackson, Missis. sippi for the· Sept. .~7 battle
. ·· the -season opener. •
,.. Although some 30,000 tickets · with.Mississippi State.
\dtave been purchased by the
" Our ticket office has been
f•fans who anticipate an action- swamped with phone cails all
~
; filled __:game, Kynes states week," Kynes said, " and....,....._,
a
~;.,oJ

._
~

_ ______________ __

brisk business is being report- Clearwater, Lakeland, SarasoAll seats are $6 each and
ed at all Maas Stores on the ta and Fort Myers. ·
may be ordered by .mail by
West Coast of Florida. Many
GOOD SELECTIONS of eaSt sending checks to Florida
side seats are availa:ble, inwere sold at Floi;ida Field folWest Coast Bowl Association
eluding 40-yard line tickets in
lowing the Gators' upset vie- sections J and JJ. West side Box 3342, Tampa, Florida,
tory over Houston." Tickets . seats available are in sections 33601. Mail orders must . inare on sale at Maas Stores in H, HH, N and NN (approxi- dude a 50 cent mailing
. Tampa (downtown and West matley 10-yard line to the charge per order, ✓,regai;dless
_ _g_, _g_o_al_)._ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
of-'s'-iz_e_. - -- - -- - - ,
_S_h_o_re_ P_la_z_a)_,_s_t_ P_e t_er_s_bur

rm

Sports Shorts

971-3016

YEA~ •• HE
SORE.KNOWS
HOW TO
. FILL A
'i ·.BUN! .

HEY BIPPY,
LET'S GO TO
JACK PAXTONS .
HOUSE OF
SANDWICH

include volleyball, basketball,
swimming, softball, archery,
table tennis, tennis; bowling
a nd go~. * * . *
Richard Bowers, Director of
the Physical Education Division announce"d the hours of
the swimming pool at Argos
Center today. The pool will be
open Monday through Friday
from 1 :00 to 6 :00 p.m. to USF
.students, faculty, spouses, and
staff. It will be open Tuesday
and· Thursday from 8:00-10:00
p.m. to all those menti'Oned
above and their offspring, 18
years or older. On Saturday
and Sunday, the pool will be
open from 1:00-6:00 p.m. to
USF students, taculty, staff,
and their families.
The USF tennis courts will
be opened·to students, faculty,
staff, and their families only.

.. *

+

The natatorium will be open
to .USF faculty and staff only
from· 12:30-1:30 on Tuesday
and Thursday. USF Fam ily
Night Swim is held every
Tuesday and Thursday from
· 7:()(J.~:00 p.m.

.• . *

Ji,:

On Wed., Oct. 15, between
1:30-3:30 p.m: a swimming
proficiency test will be held in
the Natatorium (in P.E. building.)

To take part in the test,
cards must nave been pulled
at registration. · You must fur•
nish your own towel and present yo_yr I.D. card. No written
test is ~quired. Students may
use the gym locker room to
dress.

·
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The Biggest & ·_Best Sandwiches in Town

~.andwieh
Where better Sandwiches

are made
at BETTER -PRICES
Loca_ted near you

. 1. 935-3985
I, 2. 935-8204
• 3. 254-7461
: 4. 988-8770

1.
2.
3.
4.
....

10124 flo[ida Ave~
10200 - 30th ·street
909 West Kennedy
5302 Busch Blvd.

.

By.MARY ~LEN MOQ}lE
.
.
Freshmen hear many horri~l~ rumors (most of them
.. started by other freshmen just ~s -harri~. as the rumors).
Some claim. that most protessors play 'flunkie freshmen'.
. -Others swear that the average freshman · gains twenty
pounds the first week of s chool. One of the most popular
rtµnors concerns the Swimming Proficiency.
.. '£.\SF, perhaps competing wi~ the popular California
. Girl image, requires all students- (wif:b ffw exceptio:Qs) to
" take Beginning Swimming. Many students decide to simply
take-the Proficiency; thus one quarter of Physicial E ducation is easily swept.aside.
·
•'.,, . EASil.YT- Not quite, for this :is where the nasty rumors
com~ in. "Sixteen ,laps, back and forth, no stopping. at e ither ~nd, no touching the wa lls or floors, no slowing down
or YOU FAIL!" To .fail a swimming test in Florida would
be worse than having the girl directly 'above you pull her
bed out twenty-five times at 1 :00 a.m. · for exercise.
Unlikely? Not when she's desperately trying 10 get in
shape for the dreaded Proficiency. F or this, a nything goes.
'·
FOR EXAMPLE, there's a red-head in Gamma who
runs up to floor five a nd down again " to build up my legs"
so· she'll pass the test. It wouldn't be so bad, but she wears
her shoes "so my arches won't fall" and does it at early
hours "to wake -m e ·up" and late hours "to tire me out."
This-is one girl l hat will definitely pass - the Gamma girls
will make sur~ she does!
If you'.re ever at Argos pool and you hear various
snotjs .and grunts, you're probably listening to the girls
who have progressed .to workouts in actual water, Every
time they. come up for a ir, a heart-rending gasp pierces the
area. Afte('. the fourth lap,. snorts are evident since the girls
o.l'.e usually ·too fu:ed to lift heads. high and so breathe in
half the pooI•with a few meager air bubbles. She's usually
not too self-conscious, .because she's usually not too conscious.
,
But now she's ready for a nything : to climb Mt. Everest, to.swim ~e Atlantic, to pass the Proficiency !
AFI'ER A fflGH - protein lunch of six. p eanut butter
sandwiches she arrives at the Natatorium that fateful
We~esday, October 15. Only then does she discover that to
_pass · the P_roficiency, she must merely "dive into deep
water, surface and m aintain self for one minute by trea ding, floating -or drownproo'fing (hopefully!); swim 25 yards
of any front s!!Oke, 25 yards of any back stroke and 50 yards
of any stroke or combination of strokes."
· . Frustration is the common cause of failure.
And the rest of the qua rter is usua lly spent trying to
get rid of that excess muscle desperately developed for the
Pr_oficiency.
·
- d.,.

-

.

.

.

DESPITE THE tough competition in this year's bowling
league, the defending champions, Lori Cotton, Lucille Hanscom, and Ralph Hanscom
are undaunted by· the fac t' that
Lor-i Cotton is 'bowling with a
broken toe!

Won

3
4
8
1

Lost

11

GB

1
9
3
7
5
6
6
5
7.
4½
7½
4
8
1½ • 10½

5

6
7

2

2
4
5
6

6'h
7
9½

SERVICE

SALES

PARTS

I

Ou~tanding bowling for ·
both individual games and
.

MOTORS CORPORATION

SIJBARIJ

c•we Service & Stock Parts f or
A ll Imports"

I

-

Honors Study.
Jo·Be Aired
By Gold Key

Speakers have been active
in developing plans for the
USF Jlpnors Prog ram and
will invite the_,Ji~WJ ,,of Gq\d
Key members , : theml:lelves
. students whith high a cademic
standing. Gold --:Key was
founded in 1962 to , ,recognize
quality in ~c~de~ ic .,,perfor:·
mance.
..
Applications, .for ::·memb~llship in the schola rship orgaqizati.on will be a vailable during
Quarter II, Mr.s.. Zetler said.
Admission is by invitation of
the µiembershjp. 1 _, . .

WE .SELL: MGC-MGB, MG-MIDGET, AUSTIN HEALEY, SPRITE, AUSTIN AMERICAN, SAAB _SONNET, SAAB V-4 SEDAN,
AND _CHRYSLER'S SIMCA RUNABOUTS
the 1204 & 1118.
SPO.R TS CAR HE~DQUARTERS
. FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY
OF THE UNIV. OF so~FLA.

- SPECIAL T.O HELP YOU DURING THE MONTHS OF SEPTEMBER & OCTOBER,.ALL STUDENTS & ·FA.CUL. TY WILL RECEIVE·A l 0% DISCOUNT-ON ALL SER·VICE & PARTS WITH THIS AD.
WE ARE AS CONVENIENT TO
YOU AS YOU ARE TO US!!

"HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

►
a,:
Cl:I

CZ

...
<

==

Jc·

X

MARIO'S
JMPORT
CARS ·.

Q

z

BUSCH BLVD•

..
Flt~EST FOREIGN CAR SERVICE IN TAMP-A!
-,•"\

.

.

.

IMPORT
CARS

-~- .5804
No. "D
-. :
.
-~ ALE MABRY
.

-

Ph. 884-8464

IS THIS YOUR LICENSE NUMBER?
FLORIDA

4D-6482

If it is, you have iust won two _tickets
to Loew's Theatre. Each week we will
be selecting license numbers from
U.S.F. · Parking lots. No obligation.
Winners see Craig Chase at below
address.

TIRE SALE!·
ON OUR FULL "4-PLY
NYLON TIRES
ALL POPULAR SIZES
6'50-13 ••••••••.••••••• 19.04
735-1.4 ••••••••• -. •••••• 20.i4
775-14 •••••••••••••••• 21.77
815-15 • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • 24.39
845-15 •••..••••.•••••• 26.70
PLUS F.E.T. & EXCHANGE

(VOLKSWAGEN TIRES TOO!)

SUPER WIDE
SPORT ·

'1

RETREADS
ASK FOR OUR STUDENT
SPECIAL
~_. .. -.
. "

1145

-· ' By JEFF MILLER

try ever t o get a scholarship
to a United States school.
The Brahmans will have a
Fresh from a 14·0 win over junior varsity soccer · team
the Clearwater Soccer Club, t hi~ year for the first time. A
the USF soccer team repeated tentative schedule has' been in
their performance by defeat- the pla nning stages but has
College, 6-0 last not yet been released.
ing Sa int
.
Sa~ui:'day night. .
Any students, regardless of
-~eshman Greg McElroy class s tanding, may try, out
.s cored four goals and Jerry for the JV team. If interested,
Zagarri a nd Phil Vitale see Coach Dan Holcomb in
scored one apiece to pace the · the PED building.
The next Br ahman soccer
Brahma n win.
match w ill be Saturday
McElroy, who comes from against the University of
Dublin, Ireland, is the first Georgia Bulldogs here at the
s occer player from that f ~un- USF.field.
/

BOWLING LEAG UE STAND INGS1

Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Tea m
Team
Team

W'

-Brahman Kickers
Defeat St. Leo
.

High Three-Game Series Women - Joyce Richey, 462.

~~CHRYSLER

Other proficiency tests include archery, fencing, and
bowling on Tues., Oct. 14.
Badminton, basketball, golf
and tennis proficiencies will
be held on Thurs., Oct. 16.
Both tests will take place· between 7 :30-8 :30 in PED 104
and a motor skill proficiency
I
will be required upon successUSF's proposed h on o rs
ful completion of the written
· study program will be disknowledge test.
cussed by a faculty panel at
The Karate Club will hold a the first fall ·meeting of Gold
meeting tonight in the PED Key Honor Socie.ty Thursday.
building. Anyone interested in
·Mrs. Grea Zetler, Gold Key
building up their bodies with
the Chinese way of defense vice president, said pan~lists
should attend.
will be Dr. Russell M. Cooper,
At the All-American Operi dean of the College of Liberal
Karate Championships at New Arts, .Dr. David Clement, asYork last March, a Florida
sociate professor of Psycholoman captured the Green and
Brown Belt competition. He gy; John Iorio, associate prowas . Larry Pomilla f-rom fessor · of English; and Dr.
Nortih Miami aeach.
Marvin Alvarez, assistant proToyotar_o Miyazaki from fessor of Botany. The meeting
J ackson Heights was second will be' a t 7 p.m. in University
in the action.
Center room 255-6.

-~....

«.' . .

The 1969-70 U$F 1;3owling .three-game series are as folLeague rolled into a new and lows:
Hig-h Individual Game more :promising season . vn
Men
- Bill Dyer 198
September 11 at Temple
High Individual Game Lanes in Temple Terrace.
Women - Joyce Richey, 179.
Both staff and faculty are _repHigh Three-Game Series resented in making up .t he Men - BiU Dyer, 559.
eight three-man teams.
p ·d·
th
USF
resi mg over
e
·
Bowling Leauge is Ralph Stevenson. Joyce Richey is life
Vice President, . Secretary
Treasurer is Lucille Hanscom
·and the league Repres_e ntafive
is Steve Penovich.

All women interested in
~
"THE CAMPUS HELPERS"
forming a womeifs Sports
~
Club should go to the In•
f '
NEW PHONE
tramural Office · on Oct. 10 at
.4.. {
••
CRANDON'$ 66 SERVICE ·
· 4 p.m.
·
!_.
uu
TIRES • BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES
Se~e~~l sports ~ill be fea0
;;~ _ ~===================~.::.:tur:_::ea:__:1:::,n__..:::c0:m:.::p~e:ti:ti:
n:·_::Th,::es=e ·

·.

Starts New Season

Sports Editor.

§j

Leo

.

WH!TE.QR
BLACKWALL$
P:°L~S EXCHANGE
ALL.SI ZES.

SEIBERLING T IRES

TAMPi\ -RECAPI~G ,.\.ND·· TlRE·· CO.
1

6807 ,1\.Di\MO .D R.
Ph . .,6 2 6-11 17
I

·, · (Take 56th st: s;• ·
to Route 60 t h.e n left)
_,

'

"Student Intramural Council FOrms
1:.1 • . ·
~ To Give Students A Louder voice
)

MILLER'S HIGH 1LIFE

By _Vl'IDCARPITELLA

;Soccer Games
Daiei -Far Back·
Sports Editor
Few Americans realize that soccer is the lead1irtg sport on an international basis. References of it ·
go as far back as Shakespeare and even wars have
been started over a simple soccer game.
/[

AS 'lllE doniinating spor t in over 90 different
nations, .soccer is played in almost every country
under uniform rules.

'

.

James Barker
Wins Tickets -

speare referred to , soccer, then called football, in
his play "A Comedy. Of Errors" , Act IL " Am I so
with you as you with me that like a football
you ·do spurn me thus? " Although soccer did not
fjnd its way into the annals of knighthood and royllty, it was' very familiar with the common p~ople,
·that was· ali it took to win the hearts of ,·t he
- -· . 1 .
country.

round

I

•-

•

~

•

',and

The game emigrated its way into the United
States in the 1880's. New Yor k .was its point of origin with the games being ma.de up mostly of
Scotc_h, Irish, and English immigrants. Other
northern cities followed quickly by setting , :t!P
teams. Fall Riv er, Mass. , Chica~o,. Cleveland, Cinc4mati, Detroit,_and St. Louis were the first official
tea:ms,;. but Denver and San F r ancisco also set
t~afiitih the West. ':~

AFTER A SLOW period bt tinpopularify,. soc~
cer regained some of its prestige after.. World War
• ~ l !II ...-.
• ~·
· • ,. "
II. The reason being milita1~ if-tfrci:ls· stationed in
other parts of tbe world had .p_
een devotini, mer.e
-time .to the game, which was ~nd,"Still is. big: ini..<41"
.
•
'
.
,. . _.;.., . .jj.
_. t '. :
most · all .foreign countn es.
; . · 0 • . · ' l · '·:'
4 ~--- ---, ...

'

~

.

tbe bia-.gest upset wilS _in the
Miami-Florida St.ate game.
Grant Gutlu-ie came in the
game wi!~ only .l :55 left to
play _and Jocked a 31-yard
field goal to put the Seminoles
on the top enc!, of a 16-14
score.

I

If you're planning to
graduate before
August 1.970, .,
Plan.your interviews
· today

,

·:3,00 :fjrms

\~~-•••~~••••• •••••~•••·•••••• ••••••••••••••- -

J.

T0.tJrneys · Start

•.

lr,terviewing,
on Campus
,..
~f,.
·1
;,

' Plan NOWi Register your J nterests
·:~and .ob.t,arn f(tj.l ,informQ.t i~;on inter. vief<,,teliJ/t.~ c n,cr loi:.a tions'," to assure
.yourself tfi'cit you will be interviewed
·.QY ,,t.he firms- of your, . c~oice. Also
I
.
d iei:k the ·iO·racle · Bulle·t in B.oard for
\
· interview. 1.

REGISTER TODAY

'two

and

Hit·-Complica·tion

·PLACEMENT

~

SEft'ilCE'
l~.brciry 518
Ext. ~2295

~

~

.~

•'

Muntz Stereo Gra~d -_O peiting
DRAWING EXTENDED
UNTlil,,, OCt>-15th
·
.
...
'·

.. - .

,~

GRAND OPENING REGISTRATION CERTIFfCATE ,. :
~eposit at.tti1 liew·

·

MUNTZ STEREO<- · .
9020 FJarida

Avi,

·· ,

Gr-ond Prize ._ 8 TRACK AUTO STEREO lnstrilled
. ,-: :, .. , .' · ·2n~ ·Prize - $25.00 GIFT C-ERTIFICAT'E ,c ·
. ' 3 · 3r~ Prizes 1 $10.00 GIFT. C.ERTIF·l~lEs' ·
.
<_.:. . .t

.

i et\~

~

"-/

over

>

<. . .

8-:

.

:::t·

',\otal or"loo'.'poirits"

.

_,
-

---~

Students- may· sign up for
Men's Singles & Doubles
Univ~rsity' Center · (UC) TourWomen's Singles & Doubles
naments in billiards, table
Mixed Doubles
· T H E · UNIVERSITY. of tennis, . snooker, ~arm:i:i, chess .
Participants may . •CQmpete .
Tampa bounced back from a , through Oct. lQ in the UC. AP: in one singles tournament and :
~0-0 lOSS" fo the Akr6n Zips !• plications may be attained - one doubles tou&,n~ ent. Firs[
j I Jifit 1( :.W:~-;!it1''~ -rlier to defeat from t?e -Game ~m or..l!,l·} and ~eCt?lfd:P,fii?e w,inners "."i!ll!,
·the Parsons· College Wildcats formation ~esk m the UC receive . trophies and ~II'st ,
·· ·· · .
·
.
.. lobby. Full-time stude.nts , ar.tl! .• pl.ace wmn.~,;s may be eljg1ble
JiJ.,O. ~ampa ::i acked up 594 .only eligible to com{Jl!tf ~ ·: ·-•"'•for regioha1' competition to be
'f: 1· -total yar?s as· compared . to Table Tennis play:wru ·begin ··, held Quarter' m·-!~.. : , : ;
, l'>arsons' '240. The Wildcat o(- Oct. 13: The divisions are as:,:. -For additional ." fnfot~tion .
; ; fense never got moving follows:
·: ,·call UC; Ext~:2537, ·. , ::
against. the ·charged up Spar, ..._ : ....... , ..
tans.

- ! :.:,_ __ ,

-

STUDENTS CAN sign up
for one of the fraternity or sor ority teams if they are active
dues-paying members. All
resident students can play for
their floors in the resident division. Any students not · 'in
these categories can play on
an independent team. GrMuate students are also eligibie.

.

"' In a-nother big local game,
. Intercollegiate soccer was started i,!1 the spi:_ing
:the Flot ida Gators outscored
~f :J.906 with the for ming _of _th_{_lt!_t~r~ol!~gJa_~-~ :the Georgia Bulldogs 47-35.
,.;_ _
. , .
. sociation. The , league .was co1:n J'l1'ise\i,, of Ra:t:¥aT!l, ...The Gat<>rs•have:.now scored a
; :.1-:1~ vorford, ' <;oliJm.biii., Corh eiQ~h't'l '·-remi~ylva?ira:
in_just
~ Tlie fir:st -i nt~rcRilegiate g'ame-;w.a ~ won l)y ) favor----- :,' games. They fac;e thir arch ri.
.
.
..
. .
c·
c.fo~·d . I •
J,.• ' '
'\t/F.
-:; cf· ·_'r, . . ., vals- the .Fiorlda State' SemiBy VICiil SMIT.USON
booths seating· up to 252 per•
t : JI .,
. '',
.
; ,_..:,;'_
%. .
noie~ this .,; eek~nd in 0~nessons.
'The obj~ct of the' gam~-~~-s: ~i~p]e. The players· ' ' ville.
. Cone~dent
'
.
.
. ..-;,/ - -- . .
.
. :,
' ..
The Oracle hOpes to have a
:.'.;~ust get th_e ba:p. ~hl;ough tn~ •C!P.P<ments gba.J. Each.: ,
In .other karn.es around the
Rathskeller may be a real- drawing of the architects
!j goa.I consists o( ,n\rp ;_ goaip~sts 8 feet -high and nation Iastweekend, Harvard · fty at USF, but plans for · its
plans for Rath.skeller in the
~: r.~ace_d
ya:i·df
'_connected /JY a cro~sbar,,t- . def~~ted, Holy Cross 13-0 ; Penn development·.are .getting m9re next issue . .
· · tlie top. Goal nets are ,~t\ ached at .the rear. , t'
State overwhelmed Colorado, qimplicated ·every day.
27-3; Purdue toppled Notre
The final decisions regardDami!,
ing
28-14;
decor and who wiij get-the
Ohio
State
had
THE PLAYING field has a maximum length of
, catermg contract have not '
no
trOuble
a$
they
completely
12() yards and a_width ranging from ·55 t9 7_5 yards.
demolished TCU, 62-0; UCLA . been made as yet.
..
beat Wisconsin,·. 34-23; and
RATHSKELLER WILL be. a
. Eleven playe rs·.make ·up a soccer team. They
night club, of sorts, and it wiii
'Georgia
Tech
defeated
.
Bayl~r,
are pl.a ced ·in positions around the field .. These po- .
be the first of its kind on the
17-10..
sitions are: the goalie , or goalkeeper; -2 fullbacks,
USF · campus. A dance· floor
' ALL ENTRIJl:8 FOR · this and stage will provide room
r _ight and left; · 3 halfbacks, right, center, _and left;
weeks
contest should 'be in the for dandng -and entertainand 5 forwards, outside -right, ipside right, center,
·
box in the UC lobby no later ment, ·
inside left, and outsideJeft.
than 5 :00 on fr_iday,' after::noon.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ · Rathskeller
Beer will until
not beState
served
.at
Att'or-

<?I

oJ

cation· with the Intramural
fice prior fo . the deadline daf
set for each event.
·
2

SENIORS
REGISTER
NOW!!

JO .YU -Game '.

. TO. PROVE 1)HE antiquity of the sport; Shake~

•

OOLLl(:GE
Penri State vs: Kansas State (PS 7-0)
. Ohio.State vs· WashingtOn (OS 7-0)
Michigan State vs Notre Dame (MS 4-3) .
,. Missouri vs Michigan (Mich. 6-1)
: Fla. State vs Fla. (Fla: 7-0)
• Georgia TecJi vs .Clemson (GT 7-0)
:,, UCLA vs Northwestern (UCLA (4·3)
: USC vs Oregim State (USC 6-1) .
• Miami vs N.C. State (Miami 7-0)
: *Kent State vs _Buffalo_(Buff. 4-3)

: .
PROFESSIONAL
: Miami· vs Oakland -(Oak. 4-3)
, New York vs Boston (N.Y. 6-1)
: . Baltimore vs _Atlanta (Balt. 6-1)
• Dallas vs . Philadelphia (Dal. 7-0)
: ,Deiroit VS Cleveland (Cleve. 6-1)
J
: Green Bay vs Minnesota (GB 5-2)
· Jame/; Barker is the winner , ·sa.n Francisco vs Washington (Wash. 4~3)
· of the Oracle's Football Pre- : Pittsburgh vs .St Louis (Pitt. 4-3)
diction Contesf for this week. : L~ Angeles_vs New Orleans (LA 7-0)
Barker gue!jSed 14 out of 18 : Kansatl City vs. Denver (KC 4-3)
, _-.,....-,
scores in games played last · , *-Predict exact score of starred game for tiebreaker.
week.end. He -.must . come to •
·
✓
the Oracle office before ,to- : NAME · .. . ... . ... ... ... .. .. ........ .. . .. . ... . . . ........... .
morrow at 5 :00 to claim his :
prize, two tickets to the next :. ADDRESS · ..... . ........ . . . ... . ... . _.. . ..... .. •. _. _. .. ___ _
Tampa u. footbaU game.
I
In grid action last .weekend, . : ·S.S. NO,. ~- :- · · ····· -- -· · · · ··- ---- • .. . -. . ... . .. ..... ·... · . . .. .

-

i=
i

·Football ·contest, L

.

-·

Soccer originally st<!,rteq out as a game called
footballe back m .~e ~6th Century. Queer EHzab.~ th
issued a proclamation in 1572 saying that "no footballe -b~ played cir suffered within >the city of. Lt>ndon and the liberties thereof upon the pain of imprisonment." Oliver Cromwell, famous politician
of that period, was an avid soccer player.

,..r,

·----------------------------------·-······~'

DR.· NE~N Butler, coordinator· of recreational sports,
Said the cOuncii will have two
members from each ·league
represented in intramural
competition and tM members
will be elected by athletic

Until USF gets a football team, soccer is :determined to be the number one sport here.

~

chairmen of their. respective cies and regulations o~rant intramural programs in tlie : tinued, "since all officials will
leagues 6n a quarterly basis. : in the intramural programs; '. country," . ~aid Butler, "arid·. : be properly schooled in clinics
Sports Writer
Intramural Student Director to consider situations which with the addition of a new and must pass a written test."
•Mike Vacher will serve as are not currently covered by clock which can 'be seen from
The intramural program
Intramural sports at USF, presiding officer for the coun- existing inttfunural . policies .the six
.,fields of play, we will will be coordinated Monday
· ·
·
which _have more ~udience cil.·
and regulations; and to, serve be ~ble tq ;illeviate all miscal- through Thursday
and' will in11.s a liaison group b~tween the culat_ions fa time. Gas oper- clude football, cross-country,
and player participating than
THE COUNCIL .WILL have students of USF and -the
. in- ated handclocks will continue table tennis, and volleyball
most_ students realize, will four ,tiasic ·purposes : tci functramural office. ·
to be l!Sed in ·case of emergen- for Quarter I.
add a new concept .this year tion as a ·judicial .body to 'hear
cies."
The
first-'council·
meeting
of
with the inception of the Stu- and rule µpoµ cases pei:fainAny student wishing to parQuarter
I
will
be
·
held
Monday
ing to infractions ·of intramur.
"SCUFFLES
between
ticipate
playin the program must
dent Intramural _Council.
al regulations ; to consider at 2 p.m. in PED 113-114:
and officials ·should also · be carrying at least seven
The courtcil will serve as a proposals for changes in .poll"USF 'has one of the finest • be reduced," Butler con- credit hours and file an applisounding board for the students participating in the in'
trapiural -·program and will
help in deliberating. fair play
_al)d participation for. all.

e:r~.

By JEFF Mn,LER

.

·-

Na me .• .-: ." .-_. ;_~.• ~-._: ..

✓

<~
:.i·:•... ~~; ....... •

.· 'lQOO's of ·4 & 8 track tapes in stock:·
25 different. models ~ home and aut.o uriits
_ . startin:g at $19.95
i,

t

-,

Deposit Grand Op1nino Coupon '1t Florida
Ave. store on _
or before

OCT. 15, 1969.

MUNTZ . .

Sandwiches

North Tampa
Beauty -Contest

SANDWICHES

STEREO-PAKi«c
NOT AJ1fllAffD WITH MUNtl.

rv

OPEN ' · ·. 9 to 9 WEEKDAYS.
_.,. 9-to 1·sATURDAYS

large Pork ·S_andwiclr .-.~••...... ·soc .
Small Pork Sandwich
• • • • • • • •.• • 60c
,.
Golden Fried Fish •••••••.••• .•• ·~ 65c
Steak Sandwich •• _. • • • • • • • • • • • 90c
. Fat Man's Jum~o Hamburger •••• 75c

Deadline .Set USF ~ds .with beauty and
ta.lent are invited to enter the
Miss · North Tampa Pageant
held ~ater this month. North
Tampa merchants · -.yill be
awarding pr_izes to the winner, who will become a contestant in the Miss Florida
pageant.
Coeds can pick up e n t r y
blanks _in t he ·University Center ~gram Cpuncil o ff i c e
University Center 159.- Deadline is Tuesday.

Plates

,- 1 I

! ~ . -. • . . . . . . . . . ·• •

· · Qeposit •~ly ~j ihe new Muntz Stor••• 9020 Fl,, ~vi., To'!1pa

"

NOW,OPEN!

•

' Add re.ss .. ... .'..... : . . . : ... Tel. No, :: •. ,: :. } . .. . . . :.•

;i .

ney · .General . Earl . Faircloth
makes a · decision regarding .
. the legality of alcoholic beverages
the USF
campus.
. on
'.
.
THE ENTERTAINMENT
hajl will be located in - the
SQuth dining hall iq the · Univ·ersity ·Center. Plans miW include · . ta.hies, · chairs, · and

.

Chicken

,.

'

Steaks - Seafood

IDINNERS
I

Sliced Pork Plate ••
T-Bone Steak ~ ••• ·•
Strip Steak >•••·••.
Golden Fried Fish ••
Half Fried Chicken •

2.10
2.90
1.80
1.75
1.35

., . 'I . I - AIR CONDITIONED - I I
_S_
· M_
· _E_____
LL_T_H_A_T_S_M_O_____
.K _E~f

_I

5299 Busch Blvd.

OPEN

11 :00 A.M. - 9 P.M.'
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__
c_eN_TR_A_L_AT_9_th_

FIRST
AREA
__. SHOWING!'

NOW! AT BOTH THEATRES· IN ST. PETERSBURG!

eas!I RIDeR Is 111e aI1e ,.
"ONE OF THE MOST

vlsers are asked to notify students that
tliey may register for the examination
by calling Career Planning & Placement Center, Library sth Floor, ext.
2295,
Procurement:
Due to excessive
abuse, effective o"ct, 1, for the issuance
of S25 Purchase Orders, a written request must be submitted by, the department head, stating the account number,
name of Individua l authorized to pick
up merchandise, and basis for the purchase order. One purchase order only
will be issued at one time unless writ•
ten justification for add ition al copies . is
given by the department head. Correct
completion of the form is the responsibility of the department head. All uni•
versity personnel are asked NOT to use
the University of South Florida address
when making purchases against their

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
direct to: "Director, Campus Publi.:ations CTR 226" (ext. 618) 'no later than
noon Wednesday for publication the following Wedne.sday.
send news items direct to: "Editor,
The Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).

Official Notices
Academic Oates,
Class Change (with $10 fee - Sept.
29 to Oct. J, 3 p,m.
,
Withdrawal and•or Drop deadline (with
partial refund) - Oct. 1.
Drop deadline (without penally) - Oct.

'ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT EVER
MADE IN AMERICA!"

~'~" Grade removal deadline Oct.
1~
.
Application for Graduation deadline

' -G ANNETT NEWS SERVICE

~%,~~~wal deadline without penally
Nov. 14,
Teachers' Retirement System: The
following is from a memorandum dated
Sept. 19 from Kermit D. ·Farris, Administrator, Teachers' Retirement System:
"Officials of the Social Securit y Admin•
istration have advised us that the method of granting social security coverage
to members of the Teachers' Retire·
ment System under the provisions of
Chapter 69-128 is in conflict with Sec·
l ion 218 (d) of the Social Security Act.
This means that we must stop trans-

"ONE OF THE MOST
POWERFUL EVER SEEN!"
-VILLAGE VOICE

"ONE OF.THE SURPRISE
-ESQUIRE
P.lNOO CO!-lfANY 1., i ~~e:•Jlt::!'1 '",1h
P..lYHRi PRODUC l lCNS r,rr,M!;

\~••••.,

l!BS!/ RIDl!R PETER FONDA· DENNIS HOPPE
JACK NICHOLS ON
...,,.r -,p,,,
J:t. ltt( 10"-~'\

(\.,,o,U><'I

Dll'.-,.." IS H ~Pl'(R

lLtiXV ::.cur H~tiN

( \ ! ~~N

r-,

....,111 P:f

.&,.-..a.r. :-,,....,..,

~

:, r i~;-;-c_~ . FUt.RrONCA

~.!!!:~

V.'!1,.t,.~.tH,','rWA.RO

,:~··-~ - - - 1 ,.:i.-.,..,,,....... . - , i ....-

r~••..,llu • ~ t-~v•t•
tJ:..1str 5 C1-tN!, ,!'.:)~Jt

COL

Rc~uc ~ 1:--,CCl.U-VCt~ P.Cl'UR

-

PLUS CO-FEATURE AT MUSTANG ONLY! ''THE SWEET RIDE"

Federal

Service Entrance

Examina-

tion (FSEE) will be given to any student, senior or otherwise, or to any individual wishing to take the examination, at 10 a.m. on Oct. 11, in the Business Administration Auditorium. Persons qualifying on this examination can
be eligible for over 200 kinds of federal
positions. Faculty and other gu iding ad•

Apartment to sublet. 5 min.
from USF. 1 bedroom $110 per
month. Call 223-5693. After 5:30
call 971-7331
For Rent to female, bedroom,
bath, kitchei:i privileges. carport, swimmmg pool. 988-2667.
9236 52nd ·street.

6. FOR SALE
.
For sale '67 MGB GT. Excellent
· , .
R d' l
R d'
l
co;1dit1on- a _ ~a s • _a 10 - ow
1
mileage , British racmg Green.
Phone : 988-5995 after 5,

I

Dune buo-gy for sale purple
passion flaked, p a isley 'top, side
· ' tow bar, tra iier hit~"
curtains,
v.u,
good deal. Call Terry Ford at
_
_11 m
884 7561 • 3
P· ·

WED. THUR.
FRI. SAT
3 FAMILY SHOWS
All Color Program
First Qutdoor Showing • G
"CHlm CHITTY BANG
BANG
Dick Van Dyke
Also
"PVT. NAVY OF SGT.

O'FARRELL"
Phyllis Diller
And
Chuck Connors

SUN. MON. TUES
FIRST TAMPA SHOWING
All Color Program

"HELLS BELlES"
Adah
Roarke
Also

"3 IN THE ATTIC"

Alrc1. Romeo '60. Sparkling in _ap- niture, kitchen p r ivileges, shar e

Chris

WED. Tf\UR. FRI
All Color Program R

::~!~~~:medium cool

11

'Medium Cool' is dynamite!

"-Time

STARTS THIS FRIDAY!
At 2 PM, 4 PM, 6 PM, 8 PM & 10 PM.

ii3bert forster/verna ~loom
.

.

Mx ~ 1
d p41amount picture "=1
technicobr

~

,ft,
~ ~/ \ ~ :
....__

"THE CHAIRMAN"
Gregory Potk
Also

"100 RIFLES"
Jim
Brown

bath with one; nice n e ighborhood; young lady preferred. $40
per mo, 231-5053
---~---------Guitar Lessons: Beginning and
advanced students. Phone .626Female German Shepherd , tan , 5096 after .6 p,m.-weekends.
1 yr. old, shots, tag, wormed , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

21. MISCELLANEOUS

Food for thought. The c ollege
kitchen is open again. Daily
- - - - - - - - • .- - - - - until 11 p.m. Sexy food. Free
Become a Merle Gir~ and earn popcorn movie nites. Nebraska
e xtra money by taking o rd ~rs at 131st Ave.
for M e r l e Norman Cosmetics _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

14. HELP WANTED

rig ht in your .own d orm._ Visit
our T err ~ce Plaza S tudio for
more d e tails.
PART TIME POSITIONS
FOOD
$1':\f> p er· hour, no m als mclude d : 'Argos and And ros Cafeteria
Breakfast 7:00a.m. - 9:30a.m.;
Lunch 11:00 a.rn.-1:00 p.m.;
Dfuner . 4:30 p .m. - 7: 15 p.(n.
Dishroom att endants: 5:00 p ,m ;
- 7:30 p .m., work in dishroom
and clean u p afte r closing . Need
waiters and waitresses to be on
call for Cat e ring to Banquets,
luncheons , etc. Register with
Mrs. Bas t ock, Room 247 U.C.
E x t e ntion 2394.

Raquel
Welch

SAT.
All Color Program
First Tampa Showing

"FOR THE FIRST TIME"
.lacquoline Bisset
Aho

"BARBARELLA"
Jane Fonda
, ;. And .

"COOGAN BLUFF"
Clint Eastwood

ALL THE

YOUCAN

.~E1:tYI~~

Had any lately? Try some at
the College Kitchen. You'll b e
satisfied .
Sandwiches, french
frie s, draught beer. Call in your
O,E_c ler,:...,9 71:.,9 ?76.
- - - ,,,-,_-_~-- - - - - - - What have y ~u eaten. l ately ?
The College Kitche n will
your needs. N ebraska at
A:::v_::e,:,.·.::::B:,::e~~::,r;.a::n:d:..wi:.:·n:.::e:.:a,::ls:.::o::·_ __ ;__

Adcock-:\foore & Associates
Suite 206, 1'lariner Building
5415 Marine r Street
Tampa, F la. 33609
Tel: 877-8391

.PROJ;EG>TIVE LIFE lNSUR~~~CE~CQ~PANY
Home Office- Birmingham, Alabama .

'
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YOUR OWN BUSINESS
O pportunity f or men or w omen,
in full or part-time sale of high
profit business builders. Produ c t s attractive to money making organizations
and mer•
c hants . Starting Kit only $29.50!
Contact Premco Int., 4305 El
Prado, Tampa, Fla. (813) 8397549

LUANN
FORMERLY.WITH THE

IMAGE

And we've come up with some pretty importa nt information. For exam ple·, we know that college men are in the .
best health period of their lives, that thev haYe a greater
life expectancy, and that they will com~wnd greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've desi!!ned a special life insura nce-savings · plan especially for- college men. It's called
the Protecti,,e Li fe Collct:e Senior Plan. and o ffers exceptional benefits at preferred mies. Cover.1f:e includes
accidental death . disability, and a protected insnrability
benefit T he College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation cover,(ge, and becomes com•
plete!y paid up at normal retirement age. Also. premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
Get full details from these College Representatives:
Johnny R. Adcock
James L Montgomery, Jr.
I

Inexpensive,
intelligent
girl- - - - - - - - - - - - - - friend neede~ _by grad. Student,
Reply: Class1f1ed, box 100.

FEATURING:

DOUBLE

Has Done A Lot Of
Graduate Study

watch dog, and very good with Happy Hearts day nursery.
children. $40.00. Ph. 920-2389
Health dept. approved.
meals daily or weekly rates,
Phone 971-3391 11719-9th Street

MOVE TO THE

SOUL SOUNDS OF THE

PROTECTIVE LIFE

pear an c e; top mechanical
condition. Paint, bumpers, tires
and interior all new. Must see
to believe . Price equally attractive . Call 971-2193 after 5 p.m.

A:¥i~ -

Rdramount

·1s. SERVICES OFFERED

22. PERSONALS

"RIDE BEYOND
VENGEANCE"

Yvette
Mimioux

100 cc Ya_maha M o t or~yc1e
helmet with new tag only
miles, like new. $300.00 or
offer, Call 988-7162,

Co-Op · Education

Comfortable bedroom, nic e fur-

OCT. 1 · 4

Slate

ADS.

14. HELP WANTED

2. FOR RENT

1968
and
2200
best

Christian Scie11ce Seminar, J : JO p.m,,
UC 204,
'
Student Faculty ASsoc. Meeti·ng, 4
p,m., UC 255 & 6.
Christian Science Meeting, 4:30 p.m,,
UC 26~.
Fall Frolics Meeting, 7 p.m,, UC ZilO,
Pi Sigma Epsilon Dinner Meeting, 7
p.m., UC 248 N & S.

Campus Date Book .

0Rl'..CLE CLASSIFIED

fers 10 Division "S." and continue ev~

eryone under Teacher Retirement pend·
ing clarificati on or additiona I legislative action. Please dsregard all pubtshed information concerning the provisions of this chapter, Salary deductions for transferees shQuld be dis•
continued and contributions adjusted to
the proper rate tor Teacher Retireme~t
from the begin ning of 1969•70. .ll.dd1tional information will be furnished
as soon as it is available."

Se...

•1ces . of Engineers, Jacksonville and Tampa,
Placement
1 '■'
Florida; Florida State Road Dept., Var•
!More than 150 employers are current- ious Location in Florida; Goodyear Tire
ly seeking USF students for Coopera- & -Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio; L &
live Education Training assignments for N Railroad, Mobile, Alabama; NASA·
Quar ters 2 and 3. Students desiring to Marshall Space Fl ight Center, Huntsbe considered for these assignments ville, Alabama; Nelson, Carl H. Paving
shou ld visit the Co-op offices and make Company, Tampa, Florida; Naval Ship
a
pplication in SSO 126 at the earliest R1tsearch & Development Center, WashTim~ and places of organizations
FRIDAY
date possible. These are professional ington, D.C.; Office of Education,
meeting regu larly are posted on the
Public Relations Council Inst, Fla, training programs, and the students are Washington, O.C.; Southern Railroad,
University
Center
Lobby
bulletin
Hosp,, 9 a.m ., UC 213, 215, 251,
paid while on training periods away Atlanta, and Macon, Georgia; and Birboards.
Welcome Weekend Ticket Table, 10 from campus, Students may earn up to mingham, Aabama; southwire Com pa•
a.m.,
UC
Lobby.
five hours of academic credit during ny, Carrollton, Georgia; Tennessee ValTODAY
Athanaeum Meeting, 2 p,m,, UC 201. their Co-op training quarters. The fol- ley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee;
Public Relations Council Inst. Fla.
Tuloriat. Pragram, 2 p.m., UC 248 N lowing are some of the emplovers:
Hosp,, 9 a.m,, UC 213, 215, 251.
Environmental Science Services Admin·
Aerospace Engineering: Air Force istralion, Rockville, Ma ryland; U.S.
Welcome weekend Ticket Sales, 10 & s.
Political Union Reception for New
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force Army Missile Company, Huntsville, Ala•
a.m. ; UC Lobby.
Base, Florida; The Boeing Company, bama; u .S. Coast Guard, Washington,
Intensive Tutorial Info. Ta.ble,_ 11 :.30 Teachers, 2 p,m.,UC 255 & 6.
Street Dance, 9:30 p,m., CUCN.
Cape Kennedy, Florida; Central lntelli- D.C. and other locations; Wa rner Roba.m., UC Lobby,
SATURDAY
gence Agency, Washington, D,C.; City ins Air Force Base, Macon, Georgia,
BIS Luncheon, . 12 noon, UC 255 & 6.
No Events,
Electrical Engineering: Air Force
of Hollywood, Hollywood, Florida; GenSUNDAY
Eastern Test Range, Patrick Air Force
eral Electric, Apollo Support Dept,,
Christian Science Org, _Reception, 3
Cape Canaveral, Florida; International Base, Florida; Argonne National Labop,m., UC 251.
Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala- ratory, Argonne, Illinois; Boeing, Cape
bama; Lockheed Georgia, Marietta, Kennedy, Florida; central Intelligence
MONDAY
Film Classics League Ticket Sale, 9 Georgia; NASA-Goddard Space Center, Agency , Washington, D.C. ; CilY ol
a.m,, UC Lobby,
.
Greenbelt, Ma ryland; NASA-Manned Hollywood, Hollywood, Florida ; Conti·
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas; nentat Can Company, Tampa, Houston,
UCPC Membership Drive, 10 a.m.,
UC Lobby,
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center, New Orl eans; Defense Personnel SupIntensive Tutorial Info , Table, 11 :30 Huntsville, Alabama; NASA-K ennedy port center, Philadelphia, PennsylvaSpace Center, Cape Kennedy, Florida; nia; E. 1. du Pont d de Nemours &
a,m., UC Lobby.
NASA-Wallops Station Wallops Island, company, Camden, & Florence, , South
IFC, 2 p.m., UC 158.
Virgina ; Naval Ordnance Station, In- Carolina; Electronic Communications,
l>anhellenic, 2 p.m., UC200,
Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida; Florida
Young Republicans, 2 p.m.,uc 213. dian Head, Maryland; . Navy Research
Power Corporation, St.. Petersburg,
Young Democrats, 2 p.m., UC 215. & Development Center, Washington,
D,C,; Office of Education , Washington,
Fla.; Florida Power & Light Company,
Esperanto Class, 7 p.m., UC 201.
D.C.; '?icatinny Arsenal, Dover, New Various locat,uns in Florida; Ford
TUESDAY
Fundamentals of Supervision, 9 a.m., Jersey ; Pratt Whitney Aircraft, West Motor company, Atlanta , Georgia &
Palm Beach, Flor ida; Warner Robins
Dearborn, Michigan; General Electric
UC 251.
.
Co., Cape Canaveral, Florida & Rome,
Film Classics League Ticket Sale, 9 Air Force Base, Macon, Georgia.
ATTENTION ALL
SENIORS a,m., UC Lobby.
Chemical J=ngineering: Allon Box
Georgia; Georgia Power Company,
UCPC Membership Drive, 10 a,m,, Board Company, Jacksonville, F lorida; Atlanta, Georgia; Goodyear Tire &
FROM TAMPA BAY AREA Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne,
Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio; HoneY•
. Lobby.
CAREER - $600. per month, UCIntensive
Tutorial Info. Table, 11 :JO lllinois; Arizona Chemical Company, well, Tampa, Flor ida ; International
plus expense allow~c~ for man a,m,, UC Lobby.
Panama City, Floricfa; City of Hol ly- Business Machines, Huntsville, Alabama; Marlin-Marietta Corporation, Orneeded for aggressive insurance
Dean's Luncheon, 12 noon, UC 255 & wood, Hollywood, Florida ; E. I. DuPont
de Nemours & Company, Kinston, N.C.;
ta ndo, Florida; NASA Kennedy SJ)ace
agency, Send resume to: P.O. 6,
Aiken, Camden, & Florence, S,C,; Chat- Center, Cape Kennedy, Florida; NASA
Box 11702, Tampa, Florida,
tanooga, Tenn. ; Ford Motor Company, Goddard Space Flight Center, Green33610
Various Locations; General Electric belt, Maryland; NASA Langley ReCompany, Rome, Georgia; Goodyear sea rch Center, Hampton, Virginia;
NOTE: Cooperative Education offices Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio; Hon• NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,
are now located in Social Science Build- eywell, Tampa, Florida; Kaiser Agri- Huntsville , Alaba ma ; NASA Wallops
int, Phase 11, 126, Ext, 2171
cultural Chemicals, Tampa, Florida; Station, Wallops Isla nd, Va.; Naval Air
TODAY, Oct. 1
Manga nese Chemicals Company, •Balli- Rework Fa cility, Naval Air Station,
Want the best in early child
Career Planning Session for students more, Maryland; Picatinny Arsenal, J acksonville, F lorida; Naval Ordnance
educati·on as well as full day in~e~ested . in Cooperative Educa tion Dover, New Jersey; Smith-Douglass Di- Station, Indian Head, Maryland; Naval
·
training assignments Quarter 2 and 3, 2 vision, Plant C ity, Florida ; Southwire Sh ip Research & Development Center,
care? Contact the United Day p,m,, sso 127,
Company, Carrollton, Georgia ; Tampa
Washington, D.C.; Office ot Education,
Care
Center,
First
United
Post • trai~ing , Period_ Con,ference for
Electric company, Tampa, Florida; Washington, D.C.; Picatinny Arsenal,
Church Fowler Ave. and Ri'ver- Co-ops majoring ,n Eng ineering, 2 p.m. Union Ca rbide, Mims, Florida; Union
Dover, New Jersey; Southwire CompaCarbide, Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Warner ny, Carrollton, Georgia; Tampa Elecsso 019
hills Drive · ( 3 miles east of
Post "training PeriOd Conference for Robins Air Force Base, Macon, GeorIrie Company, Tampa, Florida ; TennesUSF). 988-4321. Ope nings for full CEo-ops, majqring int E_ducQation, orlV on2 giac.ivil Engineering: Air Force Eastern ~~~tt~;~~egya, A~1.:'no;~~~~e;Kn~x-~i-lle c:ans1
day
care
or • half , •day pre- p,m.,
ducat1on
s .in uar er . , ,
.
·
EDU ass1gnmen
103.
Test Range, Patrick Air Force Base, Guard, Washington, O.C.; Union carkindergarten and kindergarten
Friday_, oct, l
Flor ida; Babcock & Wilcox, St. Peters- bide, Oak Ridge, Tennessee; VITRO,
for 3.5 years.
Post-t~alnlng Per10d Co_n feren~ for
burg, Flor ida ; Central Intelligence Huntsville, Alabama; Warner Robins
_______________ Co-ops ,n College of Basic Studies, 2· Agency, Washington, D.C.; City of Air Forc·e Base, ·Macon, Georgia; Wesl•
pm 'c..:...:....:...._
SSO 019·_ _ __ _~_ _ _ _ _
Hollywood,
Corps
inghouse,
Florida
Thesis, manuscripts, disserta--;_:_;:·
.....:.._ __Hol
_lywood,
_ _ _Florida;
__ _ _
_ __
_ __Tampa·,
__ __
__;,, -- tions. Professional typist desire
work at home. Call 626-0628
persQnal credit cards, Such billings are
sent to Procurement and needless time
is lost by the Invoice Processing Section in checking out these billings.

MERCYS

11

11

BEER

JOIN THE
PUBLICATION
TEAM
THE AEGEAN
'THE ORACLE
NEWS
ADVERTISING
SOUTH FLORIDA REVIEW

DRINK
SUNDAY
8:30 TO 11 :30 P.M.

GENTS .$2.50
GIRLS $1.00

"TRY OUR PINEAPPLE DAIQUIRI"

EXOTIC WINE COCKTAILS AND COLD BEER ON TAP
DIFFERENT - DELIGHTFUL - INEXPENSIVE

INTRODUCING:
SEE THE DOUBLE IMAGE THURS. THRU SUN.
Thursday Thru ·Sunday
Open Daily 2:30 'Til 1 A.M. Sunday 5:00 P.M. 'Til Midnight

9302 N. 30th St. Ph. 932-2866

ATTEND THE PUBLICATIONS CO.FFEE
LEARN ABOUT THE OPPORTUNITIES.AVAILABLE
ON CAMPUS

October 8, 2 p.m. Rm. 255-6
(FREE HOUR)
t•

OFFICE OF CAMPUS PUBLICATIONS -:_.- -

'

• ~..

.
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Short Stories Movie
Suited For ··''Drive-In"

DAY NURSERY
& KINDERGARTEN

setting of Poe's "Metzenger- press from ",La Dolce Vita,"
Our Day Care Program Includes Junior and Senior Kinstein" . to · tell a shallow, the pushy, grotesque movie
dergarten at No Extra Charge.
·
campy story of a pleasure- Mk from "8½" and the stark
• OPEN 6 A.M. to 6 P.M. MONDAY• FRIDAY
• QUALIFIED TEACHERS
The lights dim and the fa- mad noblewoman (Jane fantasy figures .from " Juliet
• MEMBER OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY PRE-SCHOOL ~
miliar American International Fopda) who populates .her of . the Spirits." And, despite
ASSOC.
,
Pictures trademark appears. castle with desolute freeload- the abbreyiated form, the trip
ers.
is
engrossing· in its flamboyAIP is, of c ourse, the creator
PH. 971-3954
In a romantic mood, she in• ant excesses.
of the cinematic beach party, ·
NEAR USF
The story deals with Toby
the purveyor of Poe on the vites her cousin (piayed by
brother
Peter
Fonda) . tD join Dammit {Terence Stamp), a
screen, and a drive-in thea13202 N. 15th St.
tre's best friend in staging a her round-the-clock orgy, but drink-sodden Shakespearean
he· refuses, much preferring actor who arrives in Rome to
dusk-to-dawn show.
"Spirits of the Dead," the to tend his horses. Miss Fonda · star in "the- - first Catholic
studio's new release and seeks revenge by burning his -.western . . a combination of
pcy!dictably a collection of stable, unwittingly causing . Dreyer and Pasolini, with a
three Edgar Allen Poe stories, her .cousin's · death. Th.en a - touch of _John Ford." P~begins with the (uncredited) mysterious stallion appears.to mit, plagued by visions of a
voice of Vincent Pri~e warn- capture her fancy, and the. devilis~ chi).d with blood-red
ing of the dark deeds to come. stage is set · for the inevitable -fingernails, only wants to
claim his salary (a new FerYet the cast - J ane Fonda, fiery finish.
WITH FILL UP (20 Gal.)
Vadim's use of "BarbareH- rari), but he rriust first travel
Tel'.f!nce Stamp, Brigitte Bardot and Alain Delon - has a la"-style costumes degrades _through the Felliniesque
certain lustre one would not the enterprise, .the aJn:iost nightmare of. a TV interview
associate with AIP's usual c_o nstant narr;1;tion ls purile, and • an awards ceremony.
JUST SAVE OUR GAS TOKENS
repertory players (Annette • 'and · the scenes of lust are After that, even the final,
UNTIL
YOU HAVE 2-0 GALLONS
Funicello, Fabian ), and a more dull than decadent. Miss fateful meeting with a SatanFonda,
however,
··
is
always
in-skirts
appears
as
a
mercilisting of ·the directors WORTH FOR THE. FINEST WASH
Roger Vadim, Louis Malle nice to observe; ·and the rap- ful release for the tormented
IN TOWN
·
and Federico F ellini - tags · port she establishes · with her actor.
At fadeout, the voice of Vinthe film as a dubbed version - four-legged "cousin" · would
of "Tales of Mystery and i ndeed by pleasant in a fancy cent Price returns to say, in
Imagination," a French- _ dress ball staging of "Nation- effect, ."I told you so!" And
·
the discerning moviegoer can ·
Italian job of more than pass- al VelveV' · .._
ing interest.
LOUIS MALLE;--fully-recov- expect " Spirits of the Dead" Barbara Llyod and Merce Cunningham per• one .of three companies "in residence" on
ca.mpus this year through the work of the
VADIM· U~ES the medieval ered from· the- flop of.,''Viva to materialize at a local · form in Rainforest with decor by Andy
Warhol.
Florida Center for the Arts.
The
~nningham
Dance
Company
is
·
Maria,'·' directs -'.'William· wu- drive-i'n.
son" with the proper regard
for the dark; brooding-·quality
in Poe's work.
A poorly-dubbed A 1 a i n
Delon is the 19th-century rake
who enjoys inflicting pain -on
others. He has -a fine time
humbling a _sassy .c ourtesan
. MAKE YOUR
(Brigitte
Bardot) in a card
~nd we'\'e come up, with some p retty important informaRESERVATIONS
tion. For example, we know that college men are in the
game, yet at the- moment .o f
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
_When the Lucas Hoving _man and the "world" man fil~ bis company dances the
triumph he is unmasked as a
life expectancy, and that they will command greater in· ·cheat' by his exact double ..;.. a · Darice' Company' · ·arrives on created and subsequently -be- internalization of man's emocomes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
tion or kaleiaoscopes for four
d0:-gooder who has the annoy~ campus· Monday, · the In- came lost in.
And bcc:1use of' this, we've designed a special life insur-~ Airlines
years with Joe College and
ance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called
fng habit of turning up to spoil Residency_ Dance progr~
Whether dancing with poli
the :i>rotcct iv.: ~ife College Senior Plan, and offers exSorority Sue. Concert dates
the sick, sadistic fun. A furious ·
~ Cruises ·
ethylene pillows created by
will
be
underway.
cepllonal benefits at preferred rates. Covera!!e includes
are
April
20
and
21.
Delon
finally
strikes
·
out
~ Tours
Andy Warhol or t'o the "elecaccidental death. d isabi lity, and a protected insurnbilitv
against his mirror-image, ,!.lld
Three d a nc e companies tric" tonations of John Cage,
benefit. The College, Senior Pl an has no war exclusio n
SERIES TICKETS for the
thereby learns a harsh "Poe- (Lucas Hoving, Merce Cun- the Merce Cunningham Dance d a n c e perform ances are
clause, offers full aviation coverage, a nd becomes completelr paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
tic" truth."
.
.
Anywhere_; Anytime
Company a ccompanied by available at the Theatre Box
depds1ts may be deferred un til earnings increase .
Malle weaves a · satisfying ningham and Don Redlich,)·. John Cage will be on campus Office until Oct. 9. With
a seGet full details from these College Representatives:
tapestry of torment which will be "in-reside!}ce" for one for two weeks, offering two ries ticket students can attend
Jack F. Newkirk_
Joseph S. Waters
manages to include such cur- to t wo weeks this year. The different concer ts.
all four evening programs for
Adcock-Moore & Associates
rent screen staples as blood companies will conduct semionly $3.50.
Suite 206, Marine r Building
The first program will be
and nudity wthout actually nars, lecture-demonstrations,
-5~ 15 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
presentl!d March 13 and ·14
Faculty, staff, USF Foundadoing a disservice to the aumaster classes, technique,
Tel. : 877-8391
. PHONE 877-9566
and the second on March 20 tion .members anci other stu- ,
thor.
open 'rehearsals and at least and 21.
PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
dents may purchase tickets
THE FELLINI episode two evening performances.
based on Poe's " Never Wager
Don Redlich is the finale to for $6. Box office hours 12 :30
the Devil Your He.a d" - is litThe activities supplemental this series. Through his use of p.m. to 4 :30 p.m. weekdays.
tle more than an excuse for to the performances will be 1
the master to t~ot out his private circus of fascinating free and usually during free
freak,s
·"' ::·- . - ~ z,- -. _ ·s :-·rrho~r -~r ~ar]Y/_Y~ning. The_se
World Travel Center
Th"ere' -· are· the . Roman ! :,ktivities iare .,:des1gned to m2624 Hillsboro Pla:1:ca
night-cra,v-ilers
''Nights ·_form and deve_lop awareness
Tampa, Florida
of , Cabitia~'~ th~ 'predator' _ .,.,,9f da n~·;;a~d . ~~ role in e x. . . . : : - -- --'--- - -- - ' - --..-· ~'- :...
··· ';_
- ~...:.-~-· ...c
·_,•~- _.;:;
·'_.''-:.a.. . ~··-· "'. "~''"'·.. _.;..;Y=:~'.pressing tnda.y.'s'World. ·

By BOB JEROME
Correspondent

FREE CAR WASH
OR

Company To Perform

HOLIDAY
·TRAVEL

Dance ·Program Active;
ln-Resi~ency Under,way

e.u~!~ !!D.~~!R!ASH

PROTECTIVE LIFE

Has Done A Lot Of
' Graduate Study

NOW! .

.J•

NO SERVICE
CHARGE

from

N.Y. D.rama Critics
Circle Award - ·
·

SEASON'S BEST

MUSICAL

OUR

;'
j

l,:O
THE
NEW.·
ROCK

MUSICAL

BOX OFFICE
OPEN
9:30 A.M.-S:30 PM

EACH PROGRAM is an expl,oration into the creative dynamics ·or modern dance.
Lucas Hovi.ng is reknown for
his choreography on " Everyman. " His work expresses

ORACLE

Bciyfr.ont
center
ocr.-1~ , -1·1.·.
-_8:15-P.M.
, •, .TICKETS

.

MONOGWAS

$2.50 · $3.50 - $4.50
MAIL ORDERS- FILLED ·..

Needlepoint, Yarn
And B•gs.·
Sewing and Costume
Supplies..

Enclose· ,1...., ..,,. •tltln111I enYI•
lope •nd 111•il with check to "TOUR ·
OWN THING", layfro11t Center, 400:
1s't St. -S., St. P1t1n~urt, Florida.
Tl~K(J's'AlSO'A1 waaos IN ST.
PlTERSBURG, CLEAIWATER, TAMP.A,
BRADENTON ■-.OAUS0TA

KING COMES
· TRIMMINGS
Pit. 935•1161

.

Enter the Oracle's new Football Scoreboard contest and win tickets to the Tampa U.. football
games. All y9u have to do is pick the winners of
this weeks major games, pro and college, and
drop the en!ry blank in the box in the UC lobby.
This week's entry bl!=!nk is located on page - - ·
For a tiebreaker, predict the exact score· of .the
starred game. Get your entries in by Friday for
this weeks contest.

11615 Fie. An.

UP ·THE DOWN STAIRCASE

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS IT!

PLACE YOUR
ENTRY IN THE
U.C. BOX TODAY!

Are you beginning to feel dizzy? Then take a breather. and read this.
The optical illusion is a.parable of life. Much.us we would like to, we can't always depend on our judgment to measure correctly things as they are. Our
evaluation of the pattern of God's working in the world may be iust-as wrong
as our evaluation of this optical.illusion.
·
_
The C~rist!an life disproves "seeing is believing."We say, "believing is seeing"
(2 Cor1nth1ans 5:7). 60 students welcome you to our special new student building for Bible teaching thi~ Sunday at 9:30 at Spencer Memorial Baptist Church
(Southern Baptist}, Florida and Sligh, R,verend Waylon a. Moore, Pastor. Our
b~s serves mature students who want to study God's Word as tau1ht by a physicist, an attorney, a nurse, etc_. Bus pickup this_$~nday at 9:10 Argos,. 9:15 Fontana
Hall, 11 :00 A.M. Preaching, followed by a·
friendship·luncheon
~~
.
. .
.

f RE E

.

.

SPENCER MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
FLORIDA AT SLIGH
WAY_LON B. MOORE, PASTOR

..

.

·-
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TUR_
TLE WAX ~~~t~:-. KIT.
STP.OIL ADDITIVE
LINDY UTILITY _
MARKER
LINDY SHORTY PEN
BOXED STATIONERY
PLAYING CA-RDS
·DISPOZ-A-llTE LIGHTER
'. SCRIPTO BUTANE FUEL
ZIPPO LIGHTER FLUID ·
ZIPPO FLINTS ·_ ·
CHRISTMAS '.CARDS
2FOR.66C CHRISTMAS CAR.OS
.
2FOR 149 ELMER'S GlUE-ALL
2r0R68c RAPID SHAVE PALMOLIVE

:·CURAD .PtA·STIC STRIPS' . RE~-. '2,fOR 5·5c
SWEETA.LIQUID · ,
O-TIP-SSWAB·S1
59
2
FOR
co·NTAC CAPSULES .
., ONE.•A• DA'Y'.WITH
YITAMJNS . . .
~
2FOR 329
IRON
, SUCRETS LOZENGES
_.. · _ lii~A 2ro169c
·BRECK SHAMPDO: · . , . .•~i!?.~1sr 2roR 115
CUTEX POLISH REMOVER · !~~i;r 2FoR4~c
'POND'S OREAMFLOWER.TALC ~~~i/:C 2FoR.75c
·po:N-o'S COLD CREAM
$1~r¥ 2FOR 1°0
.. R
'. IGHT GUARD'ANTI
-PE.RSP.· - . . .,.~;r·,sT
2FOR 11s
_, .
DEODORANT
umtt
55c

I

L1m1t 2-

10's

100's

4

2

,.

260's
79_c
~rsr
L1m1t 2
.

'

·WHITE RAIN -HAIR SPRAY

3.6-oz.
$1,00 LIST
Limit 2

00

-

·

MANPOWER
.
.

11-o:r.
$1.00 LIST
Limit 2

.

.

,

•

.

2F~R3·9c

REG. 29c

2_FoR29c

REG. 69c

2FoR69c ;

REG·. $1. 49 .
REG. $1:39

\

2FOR 49· C
2FOR 149
2FOR 139.' .

.-.

;

.

.

29c 'LIST
Li_mit 2

2·FoR29c

REµ. 26c

2FQR-2.5c
2FoRl . 00

.·

.

::Ee;,~:

25's
REG.t1'.00

~:;~AG~

6
REJ ~~.oo

.

.

'

REG. 39c;:

'Pl,;,ASTIC COATED,
• BRIDGE or PINOCHLE
49c J.IST
.I

2FDR'198
2FoR·135

'

DERMA-FRESH coN~fr,8NER · _· _ nclZt
CU·TE·X EMERY BOARDS · RCi~·i/~c 2F0R29c
AEROSO( SPRAY
DEODORANT ·

15-oz.
$1.35 UST
Limit 2

·
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0

J&JSOFF PUFFS

$2.25·LIST. '
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$1:~· LIST
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.
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,.

..

___

11-oz. AEROSOL
$1.1~ VALUE
LIIYl!T 2
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•Baaed on MAnufocwrer's Suggested List Prices
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SALE PRICES GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY, OCT. 8, AT AL_L ECKERD DRUG
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